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Calloway is just
one of several
counties dealing
with Noel
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@ MUrTayledgercom
The case of a Hopkinsville
man accused of attempting to
break into a house in Dexter,
then leading sheriff's deputies
on a long chase out of Calloway
County that ended in the Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area has entered the
circuit court level in Calloway.
Joe Noel,
48, appeared
last
week
for his arraignment
in front of
Judge Japes
T. Jameson on
a long list of
charges. Noel
faces 13 sepNOel
arate charges,
including four
counts of wanton endangerment
in the first degree, four counts
of disregarding a stop sign, burglary in the second degree,fleeing or evading police in the first
degree, receiving stolen property under $10,000, posseSsion of
a controlled substance (methamphetamine) in the first degree (first offense) and buying
or possession of drug paraphernalia.
Noel has been incarcerated since the evening of July
10, when he was arrested after allegedly leading Calloway
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"Be careful not to do
your 'acts of righteousness' before men, to
be seen by them. If you
do, you will have no reward from your Father
in heaven."
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West KY Mentoring celebrates 20 years of changing lives
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledger.com
Not everyone grows up fortunate enough to be surrounded
with good role models, but for
some lucky young people, a
positive influence is found in the
form of a mentor who can make
a powerful impact in their lives.
These mentors, and the
young people whose lives they
forever can change, were celebrated Tuesday night in the
Murray Banquet Center, as West
KY Mentoring celebrated 20
years of mentoring in Murray
and Calloway County.
"This is a celebration banquet. We have been in business
for 20 years now, and we have
served many, many kids," said
Jeanne Carroll, the president of
West KY Mentoring, to those on
hand for the banquet. "This is
also a fundraiser. We need your
help to continue to serve the
children of Calloway County.
And we need your help in many
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times ways — not just financially, but
West Ky Mentoring celebrated twenty years of impacting the lives of kids in need of a positive role model. The inagural also as volunteers and mentors,
banquet, which also served as a fundraiser for West Ky, heard stories from some of those mentors and mentees during or coming to our events. It takes
the evening. Terence Miles, who was the nights main speaker, is shown above as he spoke to those in attendance on
the importance of mentors in the community.

KSP arrests DEA agents who helped bring down
Murray man narcoterrorist Esobar speak at MSU
after weapons
cache located
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@murrayledgercom

Staff Report
Kentucky State Police report the arrest of a Murray man on numerous firearms charges.
In a release, KSP Trooper Michael
Robichaud said troopers arrested and
charged Ray W. Powers, 48, of Murray
Sunday with 18 counts of possession of
a firearm by a convicted felon and eight
counts of possession of a handgun by a
convicted felon.
Robichaud also said that while investigating the case, Senior Trooper
Jody Cash discovered that Powers was
in possession of 18 long guns and eight
handguns as well as body armor, other
explosives paraphernalia and a substantial amount of ammunition.

On Monday evening, when
most of the community was
watching the first presidential
debate on television, two retired
United States Drug Enforcement
Administration agents, Javier
Pena and Steve Murphy, were
speaking to a group of about 75
Murray State University students
on a famous case that ended about
20 years ago.
Pena and Murphy worked with
the Colombia National Police
to capture and kill narcoterrorist Pablo Escobar in 1993. The
two agents came together again
to speak in the university lecture
series in part because their story
is being told in a series on Netflix
called "Narcos."

DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
Retired United States Drug Enforcement Administration agents Javier Pena,
left, and Steve Murphy tell their story of their most famous case to a crowd
Monday evening at Murray State University. Murphy and Pena were part of
the team that killed Pablo Escobar of the Medellin cartel in Colombia in 1993.
Their story is being retold now on Nefflix in the series "Narcos."

Cell call prompts response,rescue after ATV crash
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledge.com
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A cellphone call for help sent Calloway County
emergency personnel into action — as well as into
heavy woods — Tuesday morning in the southeastern portion of the county after a reported all-terrain vehicle crash.
Capt. Richard Steen of the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office said he and firefighters with Calloway County Fire-Rescue received the dispatch
at about 7:15 a.m. to an area of Watts Lane,just
east of the intersection of Valentine Road and Cypress Trail about two miles north of the Tennessee state line. Steen, who is also a firefighter with
CCFR, said that upon examining the situation, it
was quickly determined that this would become
a search-and-rescue operation, as opposed to a.

Capt. Bill Duncan and
other Calloway County
personFire-Rescue
nel check the rear of a
CCFR all-terrain vehicle Tuesday morning
along Watts Lane in
Callosoutheastern
way County near the
Tennessee state line.
CCFR, along with other agencies and volunteers, was involved in
the rescue of a man involved in an ATV crash
about two miles from
the road.
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WEATHER

•DEA AGENTS

Friday: A 30 percent From front
chance of showers,
Pablo Escobar was part of
mainly after 1 pm. Mostly the Medellin cartel in Bogota,
cloudy, with a high near Colombia, in the 1970s and
70. Northwest wind 6 to 1980s. The cartel was responsible for distributing cocaine
8 mph.
around the world, including
Friday Night: Mostly the United States. A large macloudy, with a low around jority of cocaine that came into
54. West wind 3to 5 mph. the U.S. was smuggled into the
by the Medellin cartel.
Daily Forecast
Saturday: Partly sun- country
"It's sad that we're competWednesday: Increas- ny, with a high near 73. ing with Hillary and Trump tonight," Murphy told the group
iN clouds, with a high West wind 3 to 6 mph.
in the Curris Center
assembled
Saturday
Night:
Partnear 75. Southwest wind
Ballroom.
ly
cloudy,
with
a
low
7 to 13 mph becoming
Pena said that Escobar - the
northwest in the after- around 54. Light north Colombia drug lord who was
noon. Winds could gust northwest wind.
known for his torturing and
Sunday: Mostly sun- killing his enemies - was the
as high as 20 mph.
Wednesday Night: ny, with a high near 76. "inventor of narcoterrorism."
"Have you seen the movie
Mostly clear, with a low Calm wind becoming 'Scarface'?
That movie was
around 52. North north- north northwest around 5 really accurate," Pena said.
mph in the afternoon.
west wind 6 to 11 mph.
"There was killing going on
Sunday Night: Partly during the day. The organizaThursday:
Partly
Sunny, with a high near cloudy, with a low around tion (Medellin cartel) was very
strong; they had 300 to 400
69. North northwest wind 56. Light north northeast trained
assassins. Escobar was
wind.
Stoll mph.
referred to (in the community)
Monday: Sunny, with as a modern Robin Hood."
• Thursday
• Night:
a
high near 80. East
Although the drug trafficker
Partly cloudy, with a low
northeast
wind 3 to 6 who killed people on a daily
around 51. Northwest
basis was thought of as Robin
mph.
wind 5 to 9 mph.
Hood among the poor in Boportion of the county where finding a cell signal is quite difficult.
"I asked him what kind of plan
From front
said, remarking
normal vehicle crash situation, he has," Steen
were able to
and
others
how
he
prompting not only the response
that location.
of a heavy CCFR all-terrain vehi- gain cell service in
though, you don't get
cle, but at least three other ATVs, "Usually,
anything.
He's
lucky. It's a good
some from neighboring residents.
he
had
that
phone with him."
thing
CCFR Training Officer Robert
said
the investigaTrenholm
Ttenholm said the crash site was
shows that Humphrey was
about two miles off of Watts Trail, tion
woods while on a
and reaching the victim was made traveling the
excursion. He
gene difficult by the terrain in the squirrel-hunting
said it is not known exactly how
area.
: "What helped us, though, was the crash happened. but it is beHumphrey's ATV fell
the time of day that this happened.- lieved that
He said Humphrey
on
top
of
him.
Trenlxilm said."Because we were
was complaining of back pain afin the morning. and it was kind of
cool. we had a lot of dew that had ter the impact had apparently been
formed,and you could see the trail received in the chest area.
Eventually, Humphrey was
(the victim) had made with his
taken
away from the scene in an
getting
out
ATV. It was still tough
Murray-Calloway
ambulance.
there to him - it was pretty much
Planning and
County
Hospital
nothing but woods where he was.
bet within about 30 minutes. we Marketing Director Melony Bray
said later Tuesday that Humphrey
were there with him.”
Trenholm said the victim, Paul was examined at the hospital's
Humphrey, 78, of New Concord, emergency departmint,' Viet]
Univerhad also had the good fortune of transferred to Vanderbilt
in
Nashville,
sity
Medical
Center
being in an area where cellphone
further treatment.
service was available, allowing Tennessee. for
A
Vanderbilt
spokesperson said
his signal to be received. There
afternoon
that Humphrey
Tuesday
are many areas of the southeastern
was listed in stable condition.•
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He says
to stop
Do you
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gota, Escobar had political enemies, and he wasn't averse to
having them assassinated.
"You have to remember that
the United States was putting
DEBBIE BATTEIGEFVLedger & Times
pressure on Colombia to put
The audience stares at a photograph showing famed Colombian drug cartel leader Pabextradition (of drug traffickers)
lo Escobar Monday evening as retired United States Drug Enforcement Administration
in place," Pena said."An editor
agents Javier Pena and Steve Murphy tell the story of how they ended Escobar's reign.
of a famous newspaper (in Co-lombia) wrote an article calling
"We had no jurisdiction,
"This concept is what we're basis," he said. "He bombed
for extradition, and Pablo had seeing right now (in Middle a bookstore where kids were that's how desperate Colomhim killed.buying books. (About) 15,000 bia was to capture Escobar,"
East terrorist groups)."
He also had political canhe said. "The Colombian poEscobar was able to con- people were killed.
didates in Colombia killed for vince judges to vote a certain
-He killed two of my good lice officers kept us alive.(The
suggesting extradition as well. way because of the threats he friends. Steve and I went to a U.S. government) sent two of
He did not want to face prison made.
lot of funerals. We would drive us to light the 'War on Drugs.—
time in the United States, Pena
Murphy said that when Es"He knew what time (the with our guns by our chests. It
said.
cobar was killed in December
judges) dropped off their kids; was a very dark time.Pena said that Escobar had knew their families." Pena said.
Pena said that, at the height 1993, the effects in Colombia
a desire for power, and to do "He would send the young kids of his drug trafficking business, were staggering.
that, he used all the charisma (who were trained assassins) to Escobar had 20 cocaine labs.
"Every citizen was safe simhe had in him.
them and have them intimidate In one of these labs, they could ply because of the death of one
"He had about 500 assas- them by saying drop the case cook 10 tons of cocaine. To get man," he said. "The' murder
sins, all 13 to 16 years old, and you get $100,000. Want a the operation going, $5,000 rate plummeted 80 percent.ready to fight for him. Esco- bullet or the money?
Of the Netflix series, Murwas needed to invest, but once
bar had great leadership qual"If they didn't take the mon- one kilogram (22 pounds) of phy said, "What's true is they
ities," he said."I interviewed a ey, he had them killed. I don't the drug was smuggled into captured the violence of the
14-year-old boy who had said blame them for taking the Miami, he could make up tq
of the story hap.
••
, be had already killed 10 police InconcY7
hapgtoth
$80,000.
Solted
'officers at $100 a hit. Re said
Murphy said.tka Escobs c)a, tinoti
Escobar •cleciaiedt."war on.
'our life expectancy is short: Colombia," he said.
is easily thg.limest criminal • showed it,"
we'll die by the time we're 21
currently
"Narcos"
is
Pena described the violence of all time." He described the
or 22 years old. As long as I'm that took place in Colombia.
challenges that they two U.S. streaming on Netflix.
working for Pablo, he loves
For more information, visit
"There were 10 to 15 car DEA agents faced during their
us.'
www.DEAnarcos.com.
bombs going off on a daily years in Colombia.
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Forget meeting qualifications—

EARN OUR PREMIUM RATE
ON THE FIRST $10,000.

Keeping citizens informed,
The CodeRED0 program is designed to automatically
notify Calloway County citizens in the event of
emergency situations or critical community alerts.
These notifications include severe weather warnings,
evacuation notices, bioterrorism alerts, boil water
advisories, and missing child reports.
This program is provided at no direct cost to vou and
you can deskmate which On* of alerts you wantto
receive and select the toe of notification method.
Notifications can be sent to businesses and homes
through telephone, cell phones,text messages,or
electronic mail.
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ger & Tiles
Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation:
Toolbelt buckles and endowments, why are
they needed?

Get yourself out of it
Dear Dave,
I make $2,100 a month after taxes, and I have
accumulated $46,000 in credit card debt. My husband makes more than I do,but he won't help me.
He says I got myself into this mess,so it's my job
to stop being irresponsible and fix it on my own.
Do you have any advice?
Peggy
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By Aaron Dall
President and CEO
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce

By Dave Ramsey
Why save before paying off
the mortgage?
Dear Dave,
1 just read The Total Money Makeover, but
I'm still unclear as to why you recommend saving for an emergency fund and retirement before
paying off your home. Shouldn't a house be paid
off as quickly as possible, since it's a liability?
Mark

Dear Peggy,
Dear Mark,
You've got a load of debt hanging over your
I appreciate the fact that you're asking
head right now, but I think you've got bigger questions and thinking things through. But
problems than that. You told me you're mar- please don't fall into the trap of thinking of
ried, yet it sounds to me like you two are liv- your home as a liability. That mindset is way
ing entirely different and separate lives. This off base,in my opinion.
seems more like a roommate situation than a
Your house is definitely an asset; it's the
healthy,loving marriage.
mortgage that's a liability. Some folks may try
I don't like your husband's attitude, but he to position a house as a liability simply because
does have a valid point in one respect. You were it costs you money. But the truth is your home
irresponsible with money,and now you've got will make you more money than it will cost you
a pile of debt on your hands. My big question over time. Therefore, it is an asset.
is this: Where was he while all this was going
Some of the saddest situations I've seen in
on? Were you hiding it from him? And where all my years of teaching are seniors who have
was the communication and decision making - paid-for homes and nothing saved or investfinancial and otherwise - that couples should ed. Money isn't the most important thing on
engage in? Married people can't live this way earth, but it is a fact of life. That's why I encourage people to build an emergency fund of
and win in their relationship or with money.
The two of you desperately need to seek three to six months of expenses and begin savmarriage counseling together. This relation- ing for retirement before they tackle paying
ship is on the rocks. You and your husband off their homes.
Then,after all that is addressed,take every
obviously have no trust or respect for each
other, and there's a definite lack of communi- dollar you can scrape together and put it tocation, unity and shared goals. I don't know ward paying off your mortgage as fast as poswhat happened to bring things to this point, sible. Good question, Mark!
— Dave
but the preacher didn't pronounce you guys a
joint venture when you got married; he said
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on monyou were now one.
ey and business, and is the CEO of Ramsey Solutions.
A little maturity, extra work, and living
He has authored seven best-selling books, including
on a simple budget will go a long way toward
"The Total Money Makeover," "The Dave Ramsey
fixing most personal finance issues. But your
Show" is heard by more than 12 million listeners each
marriage is in big trouble, Peggy. Please seek week on 575 radio
stations and multiple digital plathelp!
forms. Follow Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and
— Dave
on the web atdaveram.sey.com.
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It's chaotic, competitive, and
complex. Driven by data and nonprofit's 50 to the 100-year
storytelling, heart strings and journey.
passion; it's fundraising. Get it
I'll use the analogy of a
right, your organization puts a craftsman. As a craftsman of
dent in the cause you're working fundraising, you make messages
towards, get it wrong and you personal, pulling from experilose. Lose donors, volunteers, ences, outcomes, and messages
and investments. To be success- that tell a story. To do so you pull
ful you need donor investments from your nonprofit professional
matched up to the root cause skills tool belt. This belt has all
issues you are tackling. All to the tools necessary to build your
produce outcome measurement nonprofit's growth such as annudata that tells a story of help, al giving, donor acquisition and
improvement, cure, or hope for renewal, stewardship, outcome
something better.
measurement, and general nonIn my experience in the non- profit management skills. Now
profit sector, I've learned that imagine that tool belt around
stability is rare while expecta- your waist, you go to click the
tions are high. An area that of- buckle together, ready to build
ten goes untapped by nonprofits up your mission, but there is no
is the use of endowed funds to buckle. In this analogy, an enfurther their mission and finance dowment or foundation serves
their ambitions. The hand-to- as your nonprofit's buckle on
mouth fundraising accomplishes your tool belt. It is holding all
the needs of the day; whereas of the other tools together, crean endowed fund or foundation ating a locking grip around your
could build the bedrock of a skills and mission. It is keeping

•WEAPONS
From front

Well,at least it wasn'tsnow

Photo courtesy of Kentucky State Police
This image shows a cache of weapons and other accessories Kentucky State Police seized Sunday when they
arrested a Murray man.

currently

ation, visit
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Residents of Canterbury Drive witnessed a rather strange sight Tuesday morning as
piles of a white substance were discovered between Tabard and Chaucer drives. Murray Police Department Public Information Officer Sgt. Brant Shutt said officers were
called to the area at about 8 a.m. and found the piles to consist of soap suds. It is not
known how the piles formed, but a third pile was evident in a creek just south of Tabard.

By JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayledgercom
Murray Fire Chief Eric
Pologruto said an early-morning fire Tuesday caused minor damage to a maintenance
building inside the Coach Estates mobile home park in the
southern part of the city.
Pologruto said the Murray
Fire Department got the call
at 1:12 a.m. Tuesday, sending
two engine companies, a command unit and a ladder truck
to the complex located at the
end of South 16th Street where
16th becomes Wiswell Road.
Upon arrival, Pologruto said
firefighters with Engine Company No. 2, the first to arrive
on the scene, was quickly able
to make entry to the building
and combat what he described
as a small fire.
"I don't really have an exact amount of time that it took,
but we'll just say it was very
quickly that they had the fire
under control," Pologruto said.
"Engine I also laid a supply
line in behind Engine 2 so we
had plenty of water on hand."
Two big positives came
from this response, Pologruto said. First and foremost, he
said, the fire resulted in no injuries to firefighters, residents
or management of the complex.
What was really pleasing,
though, was that MFD units
arrived at 1:14 a.m. That was
just two minutes from the time
the call was received.

"That early in the morning,
that's what you want, and I
know that's what people in the
community want to see,- he
said. "This is not necessarily
'something we drill on specifically all of the time, but it's
something I think that, with
time, we just get faster with.
"Part of it is learning about
ways to get into your safety
equipment more efficiently

and getting to the trucks quicker. That's a good response right
there, though."
Pologruto said all 12 firefighters on duty at the time responded Tuesday morning. He
said three off-duty firefighters
also responded.
The fire is under investigation by Fire Marshal Greg Molinar and Murray police detectives.
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In addition, Robichaud.
said that, Tuesday afternoon,,,
Cash levied additional charges,
against Powers, including trafficking marijuana, possession,
of marijuana and possession of,,
drug paraphernalia.
Robichaud said that upon ,
being charged Sunday, Powers was taken to the Calloway
County Jail, where he remained
when the new charges surfaced,
Tuesday. Possession of a firearm by a convicted felon is a ,
Class D felony, and possession of a handgun by a convicted
felon is a Class C felony.
Robichaud said that Cash's•
investigation continues. Powers is being held on a $5,000
cash or property bond for the
charge of possession of a firearm by a convicted felon.
,
KSF' was assisted by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.• .

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

WHOLE FRYERS

Tuesday morning fire causes minor damage

the tool belt at your waist, ready
to pull all available tools outfef
use. Without a buckle,or endolls.
ment, you're constantly bending
down to pick up a tool, exerting
more energy. Without an endowment you're constantly raising
money, from year to year, or
even month to month.
Let's not make it harder dip
our efforts to impact causes
04
putting ourselves at a disadv
tage. Endowments are not
to create, and 1 will not presume
it is the best course of action for
all organizations. But in my experience, it has given more help
to organizations looking to Accomplish their aspirations oSer
longer periods of time. It gives
a perspective of stability, longevity, and financial acumen in
a time when donors want mOre
investment impact.
For questions or assistance
with the
Murray-Calloway
County Community Foundati9n,
contact Harold Hurt, President
of MCCCF,at 270-761-6880 or
any of the following board members: Linda Avery: 270-7530060; Gary Brockway: 270-7530503; Matt Hale: 270-753-54/1;
Robert Long: 270-809-3734;
Brian Overbey: 270-767-2000;
Dick Weaver: 270-753-2899;
Zach Dunlap: 270-816-3820;
Alice Rouse: 270-293-3973 and
Sharlisa Smotherrnan: 270-2939304.•
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OPINION
IN OTHER
WORDS
• Jennifer P. Brown,opinion editor of the Kentucky New Era
of Hopkinsville on how internet gossip sites hit hard in small
cities:
In a courtroom, news reporters ought to be seen but never heard,
sin I had to resist the urge to stand and clap earlier this month at
the Christian County Justice Center when I heard a judge offer his
opinion of the internee site called Topix.
Special Judge Phillip Patton was presiding over the selection of
a jury in the Oak Grove massage parlor murder trial and he needed
to determine if any potential jurors had been exposed to pretrial
Publicity that would disqualify them from serving.
He cited several sources of information, including news media
arid social media, where a potential juror might have read or heard
*tails of the murders of Gloria Ross and Candace Belt at New Life
Massage Parlor in 1994.
But Patton mentioned Topix in the most unfavorable light and
said "99 percent" of what is posted on the site's forums is false.
I think the judge nailed it.
Topix,if you didn't know,is an internee site that hosts community forums across the United States and overseas. It is a free-wheeling virtual world because nearly 100 percent of the people who
comment on the site choose to be anonymous.
Of course, anonymity is a free pass for bad behavior.
People who must account for their words would never say or
write much of what appears on the Topix threads.
Topix is the place where gossip runs rampant and where racism,
misogyny and bigotry can thrive unchecked.
Although this column is attached to my name and photograph,
I'm not being particularly brave in saying that I think there's not
much to admire on internee sites like Topix. It's obvious to anyone
who likes factual and humane writing.
But there's something about Topix that makes it more harmful in
communities like ours, which is why I am writing about it. See, the
funny thing about Topix is the way it takes hold in smaller cities and
towns but not in metropolitan areas. The smaller the community,
the bigger the wallop from the gossip machine on Topix.
I first learned about the impact of Topix on small places from a
public radio program segment on "This American Life" a couple
of years ago. It featured the story of a man who was the subject of
malicious lies spread through Topix. He was accused of offensive
sexual behavior by people who did not reveal their true identities.
But with the help of a lawyer, he unmasked his critics and learned
who was behind the gossip.
He was surprised to learn that "the nastiest posters were actualone person," the program described. One woman, who had
just
ly
disliked him when they were co-workers 10 years earlier, had created three different identities on Topix, which she named "Calvin,
Mouth and Bugs." She had her three fake characters carrying on
conversations about the poor guy.
Sound like anything you've seen on anonymous intemet discussions of Hopkinsville?
People who defend anonymous commentary will say that it is
soynetimes the only way to criticize powerful people and elected
officials without suffering retaliation. That's true in some cases, but
that's only a small part of the anonymous posting that I've seen on
the intemet. In fact, there are dozens of examples every month of
anonymous intemet talk about Hopkinsville that doesn't qualify as
anything that even resembles a public affairs matter.
Like others who have been the subject of a Topix thread, I've
gone to the site occasionally to see what was being written. And
I've seen outrageous posts about friends and colleagues. Some of
the conversations by the brave anonymous commenters were just
silly. Others were cruel.
I'm sure it must be tempting for anyone who is the victim of a
pack of lies on a site like Topix to jump into the fray and throw a
few verbal punches - either in self-defense or as a diversionary
tactic to put the dogs on a new scent.
I've avoided that temptation because it just seems indefensible. I
wish I could also say that I resisted the temptation to read Topix at
all. The fact that I have makes me part of the problem.
Maybe the only sensible way to dilute the harmful punch of
anonymous lies and online bullying is to stay out of the neighborhoods where it lives.
I bet the good judge would agree with me.
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'I cannot live without public libraries'
This past Sunday afternoon,
I had the honor of addressing the Friends of the Calloway County Public Library at
its annual meeting. These are
wonderful folks serving a great
cause. Our Mama Jo - Evelyn's
mother and Wesley and Cammie Jo's dear grandmother gave her life to her family, her
church and the Calvert City
Public Library, an institution
which she helped found.
We bought the bookshelves
in our living room from the
Webster County Public Library
in Dixon, Kentucky, when that
institution expanded and replaced those old shelves with
new ones. The Webster County
Public Library had been just a
few doors down from my father's drug store on Highway
41-A in Dixon, and I loved that
place. After all, that's where
I learned all about Webster
County history, the Harpe
brothers, the Kentucky writer
Cale Young Rice, Kentucky coal
mining and all the rest.
My father taught me about
the miracle of the card catalog
in the library of Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary
in Fort Worth, Texas, in 1965.
He took me in that hushed

place of mystery, marched me
past the bust of Spurgeon and
opened up a particular card
catalog drawer. He jotted down
that secret code and then took
me back to the stacks where
those exact same code letters
and numbers match up to the
ones on the spine of the book.
A miracle. Then, another miracle. We got to go to the circulation desk, where a librarian
stamped the book with a secret
mark, and then let us take that
book home.
I fell in love with libraries
that day, and I have not fallen
out of love with libraries since.
Evelyn read to both Wesley and
Cammie Jo since before they
were born. It paid off. Wesley
is now the best-read person I
have ever known. Cammie Jo
has co-authored a book with
her Centre College professor
titled 'She Preached the Word"
about women clergy and politics, which is under review
with Oxford University Press.
The written word is important
in the Bolin family, and it all
started with Evelyn reading to
our children from books she
had checked out of the public
library.
John Egerton from Cadiz,

.1 Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-19127 or emailed to editor@
murrayledgercorn.
Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
Please don't refer to Carris- when she was little. The exact
address and phone number for verification purposes. sa Johnson as a she-ro, a Super cause of her disability is unEmailed letters must have name, address and phone Mom or an inspiration. This known, but she was born three
number.
woman-on-wheels is not un- months premature, and at six
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit grateful for praise or positive months, she was stricken with
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling, attention, but when asked what spinal meningitis that nearly
makes her days easier, her an- killed her. Because of spastic
grammar, libel and good taste.

Kentucky,
knew a thing
or two about
libraries.
Mr. Egerton
to
wanted
come speak
Murray
at
UniState
versity, and
our Department of HisHome and tory was just
Away
about to ask
By James
him to come
Duane Bolin when
we
Ledger & Times
learned the
Columnist
tragic news
that he had
died of a massive heart attack in
his Franklin, Tennessee, home.
In "The Future of the Library," the talk he gave upon
receiving the Medallion Award
from the University of Kentucky Libraries in 2013, he wrote
that "there are those who insist
that we are nearing the end of
the Print Age, the last hurrah
of words on paper — in books,
magazines, newspapers, letters.
The electronic revolution, they
say, will be the final solution for
words in print, the apocalypse
of paper.
"But let me remind you that

we have heard the lament before," Egerton wrote. Egerton
cited Ray Bradbury's "Fahrenheit 451," his "futuristic fantasy about a society in which
books are banned, and the fire
department is regularly called
out to set fire to secret stashes of books." Fahreheit 451, of
course, is the temperature at
which paper bursts into flame.
Egerton also wrote about
E.M. Forster's short story,"The
Machine Stops," from his collection,"The Eternal Moment,"
written in 1911. In that short story, in the end,the machine does
indeed stop.
Egerton concluded his talk
with these prescient words:
"Be wary of your machines.
Save some paper,some pencils/
pens/ink — and erasers. Dare
to put words out there. On paper. Then, when the power
fails, you'll still be able to read
and write. And above all, support your local, state, national
and university libraries. We're
going to want them and need
them forever."
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray
State University. Contact Duane
at jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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swer is simple and direct: "I
like to be allowed to live life,
do the same things as other people, with nothing getting in my
way."
Now that she has a year-old
son. Carrissa is accustomed to
the routines of most working
parents. Recently, for example, when her son was sick, she
drove to the pharmacy, hoisted
little William from his car seat.
went in and got the prescription,
came out, fastened the baby
in properly, and then got into
the van and was ready to drive
away.
A tap on the window stopped
her. A man who had seen her
managing with her son wanted to tell her how much he admired her. The stranger went on
describe how amazing she was,
expressing ardent praise for her
courage.
While she is used to that
kind of reaction, she admits that
sometimes it makes her a little
impatient.
"I don't want to be someone's poster child," she says.
Ironically, Carrissa was a
poster child for Easter Seals

Recently,
with assistance from
students'
in Murray
State University 's
Department
cerebral palsy, she has been in a
Social
of
chair all her life.
Work, the
At school, the Fancy Farm
is
Center
native attended regular classes.
leading
advoHer mother, a most ardent
Main Street a
project
cate, stepped up and spoke out
By Constance called "Acwhenever it was necessary to
Alexander
cessible
ensure Carrissa's inclusion. She
Ledger & Times Murray."
also sheltered her daughter from
Columnist
Participating
some of the negatives and enbusinesses
couraged her positive attitude.
filling out
are
organizations
and
"Mom taught me I could do
accessibility.
their
about
surveys
does,"
else
anyone
anything
The idea is to give recognition
Carrissa declares.
Carrissa also learned to field to organizations that are already
questions graciously because doing the right thing and helpthey often present teachable mo- ing them to identify and correct
ments, and she is a born teacher. areas that need improvement.
For those with limited ex"If people are curious," she remarked,"I'm open. It's the way perience including people with
I'm asked that makes a differ- disabilities in day-to-day life,
there is sometimes a lack of
ence."
Making a difference is im- understanding about how little
portant in every aspect of Car- things can make a big differrissa's life. Currently. as an ence. For instance, parking too
independent living specialist close to an accessible space can
at Murray's Center for Acces- make it impossible for a person
sible Living, she is committed in a chair to get into her own veto improving the community's hicle. Indoors, public restrooms
response to inclusion for people are not always accessible in
with disabilities so they become spite of signs that indicate they
integral participants in all as- are. A door jamb can be a barrier, as well as incorrectly mountpects of local life.

ed grab bars. Even a couple of
inches can make a difference.
"Accessible Murray" is helping participants identify where
they are meeting the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act and where changes
are needed for compliance. The
idea is to reward and showcase
organizations that are headed in
the right direction to ensure accessibility.
Carrissa points out that the
ADA, which was signed into
law 26 years ago, is simply a
matter of doing the right thing.
"These are not entitlements,"
she declares.
At the end of our interview,
this "mother on wheels" circles
back to a key concept: "There's
nothing special about me. and
I'm not asking for anything special." she says. "When things
are good, I don't think about
having a disability, but when
things are not good, I notice my
disability and my chair. I think
it's like that for a lot of people."
For more information about
the Center for Accessible Living, log on to hnp://www.calky.
org/index.html. A guide to disability rights laws is available
at https://www.ada.govicguide.
htm.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurreryledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexander0twc.cont
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OBITUARIES
Tommy Dan Story

Mildred A. Cutini

Tommy Dan Story, 79, of Puryear, Tennessee,
died Monday, Sept. 26, 2016, at Baptist Health in
Paducah,Kentucky.
He was born Sept. 30, 1936, in Henry County,
Tennessee, to Tolbert Story and Pauline Paschall
Story.
He was the owner of Story Farms in the Crossland community and was a member of Oak Grove
Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his first wife, Jane Adams Charlton, and
Story
his second wife, Linda Emerson.
Those he lovingly left behind include three sons,Greg Story and
wife Karen,Gary Story and wife Tammy,and Shane Story and Regina Burnett,all of Puryear; one daughter, Vanessa Eckels and husband
Daniel of Murray; two sisters, Carolyn Outland and husband Danny of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, and Peggy Goddard and husband
Dick of Jackson,Tennessee; six grandchildren,Adam Eckels,Daniel
Craig, Autumn Barker and husband Jarod,Taylor Holtgrewe, Isaiah
Story and wife Carey, and Charlton Story; and two great-grandchildren, Genesis Story and Bryce Barker.
The funeral service is at 11 a.m. Friday, Sept. 30, 2016, at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church in Puryear with Wayne Carter officiating.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
from 4-8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016, at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, Heritage Chapel and from 9 a.m. until the service hour
on Friday, Sept. 30,2016, at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Henry County Farm
Bureau Scholarship Fund,406 N. Poplar St., Paris,TN 38242.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Mildred A. Cutini, 89, of Murray, Kentucky,
died Saturday,Sept. 24,2016,at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was born Nov. 6, 1926, in Akron, Ohio, to
Herman B. Jones and Jewell Dae Jones, who preceded her in death.
She was a retired clerk and cashier for Great AP
grocery store for 22 years. She was a member of
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Cutini is survived by her husband, Albert
M. Cutini of Murray, whom she married Nov. 1,
Cutini
1947, in Detroit, Michigan; a daughter, Leslie M.
Oliver and husband Bill of Booneville, Arkansas; two sons, Drake
S. Cutini and wife Carol of Brookeville, Maryland,and Michael A.
Cutini and wife Donna of Murray; a brother, Cliff Jones and wife
Nancy of Farwell, Michigan; six grandchildren, Brad Nesbitt, Carla
Dugarte, Emily Lynch,Drew Cutini, Lisa Stewart and Andrew Cutini; and six great-grandchildren,Zoe Nesbitt,Caden Nesbitt,Lyncoln
Nesbitt,Graham Stewart, Reid Lynch and Logan Cutini.
A memorial service will be at 1 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016,
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Escue officiating. Visitation will be from noon-1 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016, at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheimer's Association, Kaden Tower,6100 Dutchrnans Lane,Suite 401,Louisville,
KY 40205-3284, or the Humane Society of Calloway County,607
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

online at
rn. Con7onstance

Blalock-Coleman & York
Louise Carroll,97
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 28,
2016,at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial'
Gardens.

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Virginia Haze Collie Gantt,95
The funeral service will be at 11 am. Wednesday, Sept. 28,
2016,at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Friendship Church'
of Christ Cemetery.

in Christian County for whenever we need him to be in court,
until we're done with him or he
From front
has a trial."
deputies on a high-speed chase
The Calloway Circuit Court
through three counties. The Clerk's Office said Tuesday that
chase ended in Triu County Noel's cases in Calloway have
Just east of the Eggners Ferry no bond attached. Information
Bridge between Marshall and from the Christian County Jail
Trigg counties after it began website shows that Noel has
with a Calloway deputy at- bonds of at least $75,000 and
tempting to stop his vehicle as $20,000 for cases in Caldwell
he allegedly left a residence on and one bond for $40,000 in
Lane Street in Dexter.
Trigg.
Vir ia Haze Collie Gantt
Upon his arrest, Noel was
In Trigg, Noel was wanted
Virginia Haze Collie Gantt,95,of Murray, KenDonald L. Knieriem
tucky,died Sunday,Sept. 25,2016,at Spring Creek taken to the Christian County for fleeing or evading police in
Jail in Hopkinsville, where he the first degree as well as theft of
Donald L. Knieriem Sr., 76, of Hardin, KenHealth Care in Murray.
tucky, died Tuesday, Sept. 26,2016, at his home.
She was born Feb. 18, 1921,in Calloway Coun- has remained except for when over $10,000 (motor vehicle).
He was born June 24, 1940, in Oriole, Indiana,
ty, Kentucky, to Hiram Fred Collie and Ethel Hale he has appeared in other juris- Meanwhile, Montgomery offidictions for court cases. Along cials wanted Noel on charges of
to Lafe Knieriem and Vivian Senns, who preceded
Collie.
him in death.
She was a homemaker and a member of Almo with Calloway last week, he forgery of a check and several
also has appeared in Trigg Cir- drug-related charges, as well
Mr. Knieriem is survived by his wife, Betty
Church of Christ.
Knieriem; a son, Donald Leonard Knieriem Jr. of
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in cuit Court in Cadiz on a number as indecent exposure. Caldwell
Murray; two daughters, Donna Brown and husband
death by her husband, Wilson Gantt, and a brother, of charges there, and Calloway charges include criminal posAssistant Commonwealth At- session of a forged instrument
Keith of Murray and Rhonda Weber and husband
Roy Brooks Collie.
Gantt
Daniel of Bardstown; a brother, Harry Knieriem
Mrs. Gantt is survived by two sons, Vernon Wil- torney Cirris Hatfield said these and being a convicted felon in'
of Louisville; 10 grandchildren, Chad Knieriem, son Gantt and wife Dolores of Murray, and James Dale Gantt and appearances may just be the be- possession of a firearm.
Knieriem
Noel is next scheduled to
Jessica Turner, Kelsie Greer, Erica Greer, Amy Ul- wife Kay of Searcy, Arkansas; four grandchildren, Michelle Lynn ginning for Noel.
"I think we're kind of shar- appear in Calloway Circuit on
rich,Tam McIntyre,Adam Weber,Trisha Mathis,Ashley Adams and Gantt of Paducah, Dan-en Gantt and wife Lindy of Pineville, LouDonald Knieriem III; and 14 great-grandchildren.
isiana, Heather Kemper and husband Lance, and Jenny Turner and ing him," Hatfield said Tuesday, Nov. 15.
The funeral service is at 2 p.m. Thursday,Sept. 29, 2016, at Imes husband Josh, all of Searcy; and seven grandchildren, Emma,Chloe noting that Noel not only has
Funeral Home & Crematory in downtown Murray with Harry Kn- and Noah Gantt, Briley and Braden Kemper,and Sydney and Macy three cases pending in Trigg,
Please support the
but also has others in Caldwell
ieriem and Ricky Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in the Turner.
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.ThursFuneral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 28,2016, at County and still others in Montday,Sept. 29,2016, at the funeral home.
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Priestly Scott gomery County,Tennessee.
"This is what is known as a
officiating. Burial will follow in Friendship Church of Christ CemOnline condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge etery. Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 27, 2016, at the unified prosecution, meaning
he can appear anywhere at any
of arrangements.
funeral home.
of
Expressions of syMpathy may be made to the Wilson and Virginia time as long as he's in custody,"
Hatfield
said.
"For
instance,
he
Murray-Calloway
Gantt Scholarship, Murray State University, Office of Development,
is scheduled to be arraigned in
County
200 Heritage Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3441.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Caldwell on Oct. 4 and in Trigg
Your Gift Matters!
Oct. 12. They'll just keep him
home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Paducah plumber gets probation
in global spam messages case

PITTSBURGH(AP)- A Kentucky plumber who says he found
it "intoxicating" to be admired for his computer skills received probation for his role in an international scheme that sent out millions
of spam messages.
Ryan Neil Green is one of about 70 people charged worldwide
after the FBI disabled an enterprise that infected at least 77,000
computers.
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review reports that the 32-year-old
Green,of Paducah, was sentenced to two years of probation during
a federal court hearing Tuesday in Pittsburgh. Green had pleaded
guilty to hacking computers and making them send out spam messages.
Green wrote to the judge that "it was intoxicating" to get attention online for his computer skills.
His lawyer says he is now using his skills legally to help small
businesses.

Barren,Butler voters decide on alcohol sales
GLASGOW,Ky.(AP)- Voters in two Kentucky counties are
deciding whether to allow alcohol sales.
Local media report polling places will be open from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. on Tuesday in Barren County, where voters will decide
a countywide wet-dry election. Meanwhile, voters in the Butler
County cities of Morgantown, Woodbury and Rochester will decide whether to allow liquor sales.
The vote in Barren County comes on the heels of several nearby
counties opting for alcohol sales, including Metcalfe and Adair. A
petition submitted in July had enough signatures to call a special
election on the issue.•
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
man accused of killing three people, including two teenagers, is
facing more charges after threatening a judge.
Media outlets report a Louisville courtroom video shows Brice
Rhodes repeatedly threatening to
track down Judge Amber Wolf
and her family on Friday, netting
him additional charges of terroristic threatening and intimidating a
participant in the legal process.
Rhodes was already charged
with fatally stabbing 16-year-old
Maurice Gordon and 14-year-old
Larry Ordway in Shawnee in May.
Their burned bodies were dumped

behind an abandoned house. Detectives say Rhodes killed the
teens so they wouldn't snitch
about his involvement in a prior
shooting death.
Rhodes was in court Friday on
charges of attacking and injuring
one inmate in August, and spitting
on another in September. He said
he wasn't guilty of those charges.
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Man accused of killing three threatens
judge,family during court appearance

Eldred Hurley
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707 South 12th Street, Unit A
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Burgess
Colton Wayne
Rebecca-Morris Burgess announce the birth

Veterans seminar planned

Zackary Burgess and
5:13 am.on Sept. 16,
of their son, Colton Wayne Burgess, born at
2016, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
21 inches.
He weighed 7 pounds and 11 ounces and measured
Grandparents are Debbie Burgess of Murray and Larry and Vicky
Caldwell of Bradford,Tennessee.

Brookdale Murray Assisted Living will hold a
veterans seminar from 6-7 p.m. Thursday, Oct.
6. There will be a presentation on eligibility
requirements, payable benefits and how to file
claims. There is no admission fee but reservations are required by Friday, Sept. 30. Call 270759-1555 for questions and to make a reservation for the seminar.

Play Day celebration planned
A Celebration of Play Day will be from 10
Finney Andrus, a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 1, at the Murray-CalCounty Central Park and will include free
Community edito'
activities,games,and lunch. A group photograph
will be taken at 9:45 a.m. For more information, contact Pat Harrington at 270-753-9640.

PEO to meet Saturday
The PEO Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 1, at
First Presbyterian Church. All members are encouraged to attend.

Flu shots available
The Angels Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St. will be offering
free flu shots to all adults in Calloway County regardless of insurance status. You do not have to be a patient of the clinic to receive a
flu shot. The clinic is open from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Wednesday.

Corn maze to be open
The Locust Grove Baptist Church Corn Maze will be open from
6-9 p.m. every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday until Oct. 15. Admission is a $3 donation to the youth mission group with age 5 and
under admitted free.

Soup for the Soul seeks donations

Soup for the Soul will be collecting donations of clothing, fumiture,toys or electronic for an upcoming fundraising yard sale. Bring
these items to Garland Storage on Kentucky 94 E., Unit 69 or to
Soup for the Soul at 411 Maple St. through Sept. 30.

CCHS Curriculum Committee to meet
The Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee will
meet at 3:15 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, in Room 614 of the high
school. Agenda topics will include dual credit courses, college and
career readiness, academic prep and technical writing courses. For
more information, email Erica Gray at Erica.gray@calloway.kyschools.us or call 270-762-7374, ext. 6614.

Cooper and Allen
Jimmy Cooper of Murray, Kentucky, announces the engagement
•f his daughter, April D. Cooper, to Ben C. Allen, son of Jim and
aine Shyrock Allen of Versailles, Kentucky, and Annette Fowler
Allen of Conover, North Carolina. The bride-elect is also the daugher of the late Jackie Cooper.
Miss Cooper is the granddaughter of Glenda McCuiston of Mury and the late Steve McCuiston and the late Harold Garner of
urray, and Ann Cooper of Murray and the late Red Cooper. She
ttended Murray State University and is employed by Ray Black &
on of Paducah.
Mr. Allen is the grandson of the late Samuel Francis 'Red' Fowler
nd Hester Merrill Fowler of Hickory, North Carolina, and the late
ason Aster Allen and Verta Mae Allen of Greensboro, North Caroma. He attended Kentucky Wesleyan and is employed by the EPA
nd Army National Guard.
The wedding will be at 6 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 19, 2016, at the
1857 Hotel in Paducah, Kentucky. Invitations will be sent.

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed
which includes peanut butter,
tuna, salmon, Jiffy corn meal,
tuna helper, jelly, spaghetti,
spaghetti sauce, complete meals
in a box, canned pasta, carrots,
mixed vegetables, eggs, milk,
bread and buns, hot dogs,chicken, pork, beef and lunch meat.
Personal hygiene items are extremely low and items needed
are deodorant for men and women, toothbrushes, disposable razors for men and women, toilet
tissue, bar soap, shampoo, dish
liquid, baby wipes, laundry detergent, size 4 diapers, Ziplock
storage bags (I- and 2-gallon
sizes) and hotel or travel size
shampoo, lotions and soap.
Large brown bags are also requested.
Farmers with surplus garden
vegetables and fruits are welcome to bring them to Need
Line, which has a cooler to keep
the produce fresh until it is distributed.
Need Line has openings for its
senior cheese food program for
those 60 years of age or older

and income eligible. For more
information,call 270-753-6333.
Need Line, at 509 N. Eighth
St., is open from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday. Need Line is a
United Way agency.

This season the classic silk scarf

is making a comeback. It's an easy

Barnett Cemetery to hold fish fry
A fish fry will be held at noon on Saturday. Oct. 1, at the Barnett
Cemetery. All interested in helping with the upkeep of the cemetery
will meet at 8 a.m. A business meeting will follow the fish fry.
Those attending should bring a side dish, drinks and chairs. Fish,
fries and hush puppies will be furnished. Checks should be made
nd may be maileittilkiticky
payable to the Barnett
•
42071.
StewarC5rDowtly

Youth basketball league to organize
The Kentucky Lake Wildcats boys youth basketball league will
have signups for grades 1-6 from 5-8 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 29,
and from 9 a.m.-noon on Saturday, Oct. 8, at the Calloway County
High School Gym. For more information,contact Tommy Futrell at
270-293-5524 or Christopher King at 270-293-1494.

MSU Horticulture Dept.to offer mums
Murray State University Horticulture Department's annual mum
sale will be from 4-6 p.m. Monday,Oct. 3-Wednesday,Oct. 5,at the
Pullen Farm at 300 Hickory Drive. Six colors are available and sold
in 10-inch and three-gallon pots. The mums were grown by students
and all proceeds will go to the MSU Horticulture Department.

Charity golf scramble scheduled
The 33rd annual Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch Charity Golf Scramble will be Saturday, Oct. 8. at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park. The tee time is 8 a.m. with a shotgun start.
Entry fee is $60 per person which includes green fee, cart, food and
drinks, and a gift for all participants. For more information. contact
Sheriff Kevin Byars at 270-527-3112 or ranch director Jerry Wagner
at 270-362-8660.

UMW seeks fabric for Sew-A-Thon
The United Methodist Women of Murray will host its annual
Sew-A-Thon in January. Children's dresses and shorts are sewn for
missions and cotton fabric is needed. Fleece, flannel, and knit fabrics are also needed to make blankets for the mission trip to Central
America. If you have fabric to donate, call Margaret Fritts at 270759-3950 or Anna Wright at 270-753-6835.

Back Pack program needs items
Need Line needs to stock its shelves for the Back Pack program.
Individual-size food items are needed and include 100 percent juice
and juice packs,8-ounce shelf-stable milk and chocolate milk,fruit
cups and cheese and crackers or any individually-wrapped snack
foQd. Need Line is at 509 North Eighth St. and is open from 10 a.m.4 pm. Monday-Friday. Need Line is a United Way agency. For more
information,call 270-753-6333.
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Cabinet (left). An 11-year veteran of the agency, Miller is assigned to KSP Post 5 In
Campbellsburg. He is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School and the son of
David and Meredith Miller of Murray.

FBC Library open to public

The First Baptist Church Library has Bible studies for Sunday
school classes,small group studies or personal use that are available
for check-out. Some of the authors available are Beth Moore,James
MacDonald and Priscilla Shirer. New Christian books and media
are added on a weekly basis. Library cards are free and not based on
church affiliation. The FBC Library is at 302 S. Fourth St. For more
information,call 270-753-1282.

MAG events offered monthly

The Murray Art Guild's Gallery at 500 N. Fourth St., holds art
exhibitions, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The Guild is
open Tuesday-Friday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. and by appointment. For
more information on upcoming events,contact the office at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or call 270-753-4059.

Angels Attic seeks items

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 972 Chestnut St. is in need of
items as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community
Clinic,the Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agencies. Specific needs are clothing for all ages, furniture, appliances,
household items and toys. Items can be received Monday through
Saturday from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. or call 270-762-0505 for pick-up.

Cemetery seeks donations

The Lone Oak Cemetery on Faxon Road is in need of donations
for the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mike Vance at
5048 Faxon Road. Murray,KY 42071.

Pit Bull Terrier & German
Shepherd Dog Mix •
Five Months• Male

Domestic Long Hair Black and White• Young
• Male

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.•Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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update for any outfit whether you
wear it around your neck, in your
hair, or even on your handbag.
Fold the scarf into a triangle, then
into a long tubular shape. Wrap it
around your neck once, so that the
ends cross in front and meet in the
front. Tie into a double knot slightly
off center. For those of y old enough
to remember this is called the Shirley
technique (Remember Litverne and
Shirley TV show)?
Add flair to your handbag. Knot
the corner of your scarf at the base of
the handle and start wrapping tightly.
Make a knot at the other end.
The neckerchief has a 60's
stewardess glamour. Stan with the
triangle shape then wrap it around
your neck and loosely tie the two
ends at the back of your neck so that
center points down.
Another cute trend is stacking
bangles with your watch, use
different metals and sizes.
This was taken from the Oprah
magazine.
We have just received a lot of
really cute sweaters and sleeveless
vests. Sleeveless vests are a big trend
for fall.
New ponchos, wraps as well as
new scarves and handbags have
arrived.
Ponchos and wraps are a major
trend for this fall.
Congratulations to Sharon Russell
who won the giveaway this week.
Come in soon. The store is full of
this season's favorite trends.
We also have MSU scarves and
gold tops to show your support for
the team.
Be sure to Check OUT FB
page for all the new arrivals.
Like, share and comment to
be eligible for our giveaway.
Stay tuned to next week'sfun andfashion
report...

-41MLEIT
The Something For Everyone Store"
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LYNN GROVE HIGH SCHOOL:The 1958 class of Lynn Grove High School met on Sept:10, at Foster's Heritage Ranch In Puryear, Tennessee. One of their teachers, Bess KerlIck,
was in attendance. Members present were (seated from left) Shelby Ford Hosford, Joan Butterworth Orr, Bess Kerlicic, Jane Cooper Gaines, Martha Story Butterworth, Jackie
Butterworth,(standing from left) Betty Richardson Foster, Betty Ann Rogers, Jean Cooper and Rodney Warren. Present but not pictured were John Foster, Hal Hosford, Billy
Dan Orr, Tommy Gaines and Dada Warren. The painting hanging behind the class members is a watercolor of Lynn Grove High School painted by Lynn Grove teacher, Margaret'
Crawford.
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Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 S.
12th St., Suite J, in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Bank. All meetings are
non-smoking.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone whO wants to attend
an AA meeting.
The regular schedule is:
Sunday: 1 p.m. (open), 8 p.m.
12x12 study (closed); Monday: noon (open),6 p.m. ladies'
meeting (closed),8 p.m.(open);
Tuesday: noon (open), 8 p.m.
(closed); Wednesday: 11 a.m.
(closed),6 p.m. ladies' meeting
(closed), 8 p.m. (open); Thursday: noon (open), 8 p.m. Study
of the Big Book (open); Friday:
noon (open), 8 p.m. newcomers meeting (open); Saturday:
10 a.m. (open), 8 p.m. speaker
meeting (open).
For information, call Bearl,
270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270799-1065; Cindy,270-435-4111
or Lori,270-799-1065.0

Calloway County
High School
reunion planned
for early October
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County High
School Class of 1966 will hold
its 50-year reunion beginning at
5:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 7, at the
Big Apple Cafe. On Saturday,
Oct. 8, the class will meet at 5
p.m. at Kenlake State Park for
a social and a class picture will
be taken at 6 p.m., followed by
dinner at 6:30 p.m. Anyone who
started with the class in 1963 is
invited to attend.
For more information, call
Jim Kelly at 270-753-8697 or
email edmonds_r@bellsouth.
net or call Wilma Edmonds at
270-753-5060.•
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UMW Way of
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e Helping families understand their budgets and
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•Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
•Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
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MENTORING
US appeals court hears arguments•
From front
in Clean Power Plan case
By MICHAEL BIESECKER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON(AP) — Lawyersfor a coalition of states and
businesses reliant on fossil fuels
made their case Tuesday to a federal appeals court that President
Barack Obama's plan to curtail
climate-warming greenhouse gases is an unconstitutional power
grabThe Clean Power Plan, which
aims to ratchet down carbon emissions from coal-burning power
plants, has been challenged by
more than two dozen mostly Republican-led states led by West
Virginia and Texas, as well as
allied industry groups that profit
from mining and burning coal.
The opponents contend the
carbon-cutting plan unveiled by
the Environmental Protection
Agency will kill coal-mining jobs
and drive up electricity costs.
The Obama administration, some
Democratic-led states and environmental groups counter it will
spur hundreds of thousands of
new clean-energy jobs installing
emissions-free wind turbines and
solar panels.
The Supreme Court has delayed implementation until the legal challenges are resolved.
The rules are considered essential to the United States meeting
emissions-reduction targets in a
global climate agreement signed
in Paris last year. The plan aims to
help stave off the worst predicted
impacts of climate change by reducing carbon dioxide emissions
at existing power plants by about
one-third by 2030.
Regardless of which side prevails at the appeals level, the issue
is considered likely to end up being decided by the Supreme Court.
Appearing Tuesday before a
10-judge panel of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, West Virginia Solicitor General Elbert Lin argued
that the EPA had overstepped the
regulatory authority provided it
by Congress to impose emissions
standards under the Clean Air Act.

By limiting carbon emissions
as it does other pollutants such as
mercury and sulfur dioxide, Lin
said the EPA was in effect requiring states to transform their electricity generation systems by favoring one source of energy over
another. West Virginia's economy
is reliant on coal mining and gets
96 percent of its electricity from
coal-fired plants.
"This rule is not about improving the performance of existing
power plants," Lin told the judges.
"It's about shutting them down."
Much of the legal debate focused on the EPA's existing
rule-making authority under the
Clean Air Act to implement the
"best system of emissions reduction," and whether Congress
meant the word "system" to apply
only to the machinery inside power plants or more broadly to the
various ways that electricity can
be generated.
Justice Department lawyer
Eric Hostetler said EPA was simply requiring what the free market
is already doing. Demand for coal
has plummeted as utilities shift to
cleaner-burning natural gas made
available through hydraulic fracturing and the cost of installing
new wind and solar facilities decreases. In many parts of the United States, generating a kilowatt of
emissions-free electricity is now
the cheaper than that produced by
carbon-spewing coal boilers.
"This rule addresses the key
environmental challenge of our
time, and does so cost effectively." Hostetler said.
The judges repeatedly interrupted the lawyers for both sides
to ask pointed questions about the
legal underpinnings of their positions, but it did appear Tuesday
that those challenging the new
regulations were more often on
the defensive.
Six of the 10 appeals judges on
the D.C. Circuit were appointed
by Democratic presidents. Chief
Judge Merrick Garland, who was
nominated by Obama to fill a vacant Supreme Court seat, recused
himself from the case.

a village to help these kids, and
we have a lot of kids in Calloway
County who need to be served."
Carroll then gave some of
the history of West KY Mentoring and its journey through the
years. Originally a presence in
the county as Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, it eventually changed
its name, as the Big Brothers
program left the area officially. However, since then, it has
continued to serve the kids of
Calloway County as West KY
Mentoring.
"We know that in having the
mentoring program, it changes
lives," Carroll said."The grades
change with these kids, they get
one-on-one attention from mentors who help them with their
homework and make them accountable for their grades.
"They go to the schools to
eat lunch with them and just
brighten their day. They really
take on a role for them that they
wouldn't have otherwise."
Carroll went on to explain the
various ways in which a mentor
plays a role in the lives of the
kids they serve, from spending
time with them engaging in extracurricular activities to providing them with something as
simple as a person in whom they
can confide.
Carroll said that since 1996,
the program has averaged 50
to 200 mentors and mentees a
year. Mentors and mentees may
participate in, on average, 10
programs a semester with other
nonprofits, Murray State classes,fraternities and sororities and
area schools every year.
Carroll expanded on the many
generous donations made to
the organization over the years.
Among the most beneficial was
the recent donation of a building
to be used as office space for the
organization. This donation was
made by the Murray Housing
Authority.
Carroll said such efforts
made by the community make
their work possible, and one individual who knew that work's
benefits first-hand was the main
speaker for the evening.
Terrence Miles had lived in
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Top: Many gathered in the Murray Banquet Center to celebrate twenty years of mentoting and the positive Impact It has had on the lives of many young people in Murray
and Calloway County. Bottom: Jeanne'Carroll, president of West KY Mentoring, opened
the event held Tuesday evening, giving the history of the organization, describing their
mission statement and thanking those who made the event possible.
New Orleans for 17 years of his
life before coming to Murray in
2005 following Hurricane Katrina. He graduated from Murray
High School one year later and
found himself enrolled at Murray State shortly thereafter.
What Miles said he was not
expecting when he first came
to Murray more than a decade
ago was to find a new home and
a new purpose in working with
kids.
"Murray may be a little town,
but it is a town with a big heart
and people who love and care
for others," Miles said."You can
go anywhere around the country,
but there is no place like Murray,
Kentucky."
Miles said one of the reasons
he stayed was for basketball,
which eventually led to him
working with kids. Currently,
Miles is an instructional assistant at Murray Middle School,
where he also helps with coaching basketball.

"It was in God's plan for me
to be involved with kids," Miles
said."It is important for adults to
be in the lives of young people
to help build them up."
Miles said some people are
asked to be mentors, but that he
was led to be one.
"Usually, people would ask
others if they want to be a mentor. In my case, I didn't ask; I
was led by my heart to be one,"
he said.
Miles listed four reasons he
felt people should take up mentoring. The first was to achieve
personal career gains. By helping others, Miles said, opportunities tend to present themselves
even in the form of career opportunities.
The second reason he mentioned was to develop leadership
skills, and in doing so hit the
third reason, which is helpink to"
shape the leaders of tomorrow.
By being strong leaders, Miles
said, those we are leading learn

how to be strong leaders themselves. The last reason he listed
was to gain the intrinsic rewards
that come from helping others.
"West KY Mentoring has
impacted a lot of kids over 20
years," Miles said. "I have two
members of my family who are
also a part of this great organization,and they said the mentors
were great people to them —
and the impact they have had on
them is great.
"This organization has helped
others become better people and
want to do more in life. In the
world we live in, kids need role
models. They need moral leadership,and it starts with us, people
with great hearts reaching out to
kids and even adults. Mentoring
matters."
The inaugural banquet, which
is set to become an annual event,
was able to raise $11,040 of the
$20,000 goal West KY Mentoring hopes to achieve this year. III

SpaceX chief envisions 1,000 passenger ships flying to Mars

BATTERIES

Musk, who also rims electric Raptor. The system ultimately
car maker Testa Motors,received a could take people to the moons of
wildly warm reception at the Inter- Jupiter and beyond, he said.
Musk said it would be a "suCAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. national Astronautical Congress in
(AP) — On a personal quest to Guadalajara, Mexico. Many in the per-exciting" adventure to Mars
but also dangerous, at least for the
settle Mars, SpaceX founder Elon crowd were avid space buffs.
Musk envisions 1,000 passenger
For now, the aerospace compa- first few trips. His goal is to get the
ships flying en masse to the red ny he founded in 2002 is focusing price down so anyone could afford
planet well within the next century, on satellite deliveries, as well as to go, with a ticket costing no more
space station cargo runs for NASA than a house on Earth. He's shoot"Battlestar Galactica" style.
Musk outlined his zealous plan and a future crew capsule for ing for 1 million Martians.
Would he go, someone asked?
Tuesday to establish a self-sustain- U.S. astronauts. Its Falcon rocket,
ing city on Mars, complete with though, is grounded for the second Perhaps ,ultimately, but it would
iron foundries and even pizzerias. time in a year because of devastat- depend on whether he had a good
succession plan in place. As for beHe wants to make humans a multi- ing accidents.
During his address, Musk did ing the first Martian, the risk of faplanetary species,and says-the best
way to do that is to colonize the red not mention the Sept. 1 launch pad talities will be high — "there's just
planet.
explosion that destroyed a Falcon no way around it" — and he wants
to see his five young sons grow up.
"I think Earth will be a good rocket and its satellite.
"It would be basically, are you
Instead, he noted that SpaceX
place for a long time, but the probable lifespan of human civilization already has begun work on the Mars prepared to die? If that's OK,then
will be much greater if we're a Colonial fleet, recently test-firing a you're a candidate for going," he
powerful new rocket engine named told the audience.
multiplanetary species," he said.
In April, Musk announced plans
to send an unmanned Dragon capsule to land on Mars as early as
2018. NASA is offering technical
support, but no money. The space
agency has its own program to get
astronauts to Mars in the 2030s,using its own hardware.
Musk invited industry to join
the Mars effort, which will represent a $10 billion investment.
SpaceX currently is spending a
few tens of millions of dollars on
the enterprise, and the amount will
soon grow,he said.
Musk described in detail his
plans to launch a monster-size
rocket — larger than even NASA's
Saturn V moon rocket — from the
same launch pad at Kennedy Space
Center from which the Apollo astronauts departed for the lunar
surface in the late 1960s and early
1970s.
The first-stage boosters would
return to land vertically — just
like his Falcon rocket boosters do
now. Reusability, in fact, is essential to any plan for getting humans
to Mars, as is refilling fuel tanks in
Earth orbit and creating rocket fuel
at Mars for return trips, he said.
The rocket would hoist a spaceship big enough to carry 100 to 200
people to Mars, a trip lasting sevThe Glory Ttzin is a prayer and revival Journey touching I Hope HAnon cHuicH
eral months, quicker with nuclear
mi isoHwAy 94 gAin
propulsion. Musk promised no one
all 30 castes before the 2016 election emphasizing the
would be stuck there; spaceships
restoration of the the manifest presence of God for the
MURRAY, KY 42071
*ould return regularly, and "you
salvation, healing,and deliverance of the
(270)753-6695
get a free return trip i; you want."
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
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Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
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COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL: MURRAY STATE 25-25-25, AUSTIN PEAY 19-16-14

Murray State
outside hitter
Scottie Ingram
prepares to
attack the ball
against Austin
Posey during
an Ohio Valley
Conference
match Tuesday
at Racer Arena.
Ingram posted
11 kills and 10
digs in the MSU
sweep of the
Governors.
Murray State
Athletics

BY JEFF mow
jarenz@murrayledgercorn
Murray State was aggressive with
its hitting all match long in a 25-19,
25-16, 25-14 Ohio Valley Conference
sweep of Austin Peay on Tuesday
night at Racer Arena.
The Racers finished with a 47-22
advantage in kills, led by double-digit
efforts from Audrey Lewis (13) and
Scottie Ingrain (11). Kristen Besselsen
added nine kills and Olivia Chatman
produced seven more.
"I think we did the same thing that
we always do. Our game plan is to

be aggressive always and never back
The Racers hit .321 and limited the'
down," Lewis, a redshirt senior hitter, Governors to a .037 attack percentage.:
said. "We want to stay on offense all
While its offense stayed in attack'
of the time, and we kept doing that to- mode, Murray State's defense was
night."
equally aggressive.
MSU head coach David SchwepIn addition to 11 kills, Ingram, the
ker was pleased with his team's ag- two-time defending OVC Player of
gressiveness.
the Year,completed her fourth straight'
"This was one of our best wins double-double with 10 digs as MSU
overall, not just because of the score, finished with a 60-40 edge in that catbut because of how everyone played," egory. With 16 digs, Ellie Lorenz led.
Schwepker said. "We made some four Racers in double digits, includ—
crazy, fantastic plays and we did the ing Besselsen (10) and Hannah Stultz
'heads up' stuff that I love to see."
(10).
Kaitlyn Teeter, the top attacker for
Austin Peay,ended up with eight kills.
).• See RACERS, Page 11A

PREP BOYS GOLF: REGION 1 TOURNAMENT
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Hicks bound for Bowling Green

COLLEGE SPORTS
ROUNDUP

MSU wins
Banister
Calloway County golfer shaves strokes, qualifies for state
Classic by
18 strokes
By BRYCE RUDO
brudd@ murrayledger com

LEDBETTER — Missing
the cut as an individual by two
strokes last year at the KHSAA
Boys Golf Region 1 Tournament
with a 76, Calloway County junior Tanner Hicks spent the next
364 days trying to take those two
strokes off his game.
As determined a competitor
as anyone in the region. Hicks
returned to the 2016 Region 1
Tournament at Drake Creek with
vengeance. Sure enough,he took
off exactly two strokes and, as a
result, Hicks is Bowling Greenbound.
Carding a 74 on Tuesday afternoon, Hicks posted the seventh-best score in the field and
the third-best score of individuals who were not part of KHSAA State Tournament qualifying teams.
"It's amazing," Hicks said of
making the state tournament. "I
didn't expect it, and it just feels
good to get something out of a
sport that I've put a lot of hard
work into."
Hicks said his strategy was to
avoid thinking about his score
for 18 holes.
"To be honest. I tried not to
think about my score or making
the cut. I tried to just play my
own game and let it play out how
it should," Hicks said. "I realize
that I got by with just a hair. On
No. 17, I had a bad bogie. but I
got up-and-down from where I
needed and I put the best performance out there that I could."
Hicks advanced to the state
tournament with Cullan Brown
of Lyon County, who became
the Region 1 Tourmanent medalist after shooting a 70, and
Chase Korte of McCracken
County, who fired a 73.
The first round of the KHSAA state tournament will take
place Oct. 7, with the final round
Oct. 8.
For the Lakers, Ty Gallimore
shot an 80, Connor Steele had
an 85, Garrison Capps carded an
89 and Isaiah Butler rounded out
). See HICKS, Page 11A

Murray State Athletics

BRYCE RUDD/Ledger & Times
on Tuesday at Drake
Tournament
1
Region
Calloway County's Tanner Hicks tees off during the KHSAA Boys Golf
Ledbetter.
Creek Golf Club in

PREP SPORTS ROUNDUP

BOYS SOCCER: GRAVES COUNTY 4, MURRAY HIGH 2

Wilhelm has hat
trick as Lakers win
Staff Reports
HOPK1NSVILLE — Brian
Wilhelm netted a hat trick as
the Calloway County Lakers
won on the road in convincing
fashion 5-1 at Hopkinsville on
Tuesday night.
Ethan Noel had the lone
goal for Hopkinsville (13-3-1),
while Calloway County (9-3)
received ample offensive efforts from Christian Adams.1),
Davenport,Ty Stom and Myles
Mcmanus.
Wilhelm put the Lakers up
1-0 just 13 minutes in before
Adams' lone goal came in the
24th minute.
Wilhelm converted a penalty kick in the 28th minute before Davenport's goal put the
Lakers in command, up 4-1 at
the half.
Aaron Dawson collect-

ed nine saves on the evening,
while Wilhelm wrapped up a
5-1 Lakers' win just six minutes into the second half.
The Lakers play at Marshall
County at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.

GIRLS SOCCER
Murray High 3,
Graves County 1
MAYFIELD — Murray
High crashed the Senior Night
party at Graves County with a
3-1 win on Tuesday to sweep
District 2 play at 8-0 this season.
The Lady Tigers (15-2-2
overall,9-0 Region 1) received
a balanced effort. as Lydia
Grogan, Olivia Butterworth
and Abby 'Theme!l each scored
a goal in the 3-1 MHS win.
70. See PREP, Page 11A

All the early momentum
seemingly belonged to Murray
High (11-6), but Graves County
MAYFIELD — Returning (11-5) once again found a way
from a positive All A State to change it, even if it meant reTournament run in Frankfort, sorting to controversial tactics.
Trailing 1-0, the Eagles
Murray High had every reason
to take Tuesday night easy and rallied with four unanswered
rest veteran players for a post- goals for a 4-2 win, pressing
season that begins in two weeks the pedal until their tank was
with the KHSAA Region 1 Dis- empty.
Grant Jackson collected six
trict 2 Tournament.
Had the opponent not been saves for the Graves CounGraves County,that might have ty, while Tommy Speed saved
been the case. However,the Ti- eight shots in the box for MHS.
Adongo
and
Chavania
gers were without excuses all
night long, receiving powerful scored both goals for the Tiefforts from Danny Chavar- gers, but the story of the game
ria, Abongo Adongo and Zach quickly became Brady WetherFlener in the absence of Hal ington.
After Chavarria put MHS up
Bogard, who sat out Tuesday's
match after picking up a red 1-0 just three minutes into the
match, the Tigers made sure
card last weekend.
By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger.com

Rodrigo Garcia. the leading
goal scorer in Region 1, didn't
become a factor, putting five
players on the defensive back
line the entire first half.
That's when Wetherington
stole the show.
Wetherington piched up two
yellow cards early in the match
for taunting and physical play,
but the referee inexplicably
withdrew the second card after
talking to Eagles head coach
Michael Lane. With a cruel
twist of fate, Wetherington's
extended stay became the difference.
Garcia tied the match 1-1 in
the 34th minute up the middle,
but by then,the momentum had
altered considerably, and Mur). See TIGERS, Page 11A

GLENCOE, Ala. — The
Murray State women's golf
team put together three brilliant,
rounds and coasted to a 18-shot
win at the Chris Banister Golf
Classic at Silver Lakes Golf
Club.
The Racers put together
rounds of 294-297-296-887
and won the title ahead of second place UAB who had a total,
of 905. Tennessee Tech (928),,
Samford and South Alabama
(935) and host Jacksonville
State (947) made up the top-6.
The Racers won their second'
Banister title after the first in
2002.
.
Moa Folke, who won the:
2M,ã,,,QiiQ Valley Conference:
cháthiship last spring, was.
medalist at the Banister Classic:
with scores of 71-74-70-215.:
She won by five shots over:
UAB's Sydney Snodgrass who:
had scores of 74-74-72-220..
Folke's 215 was the third-lowest:
total score in the 22 year history:
.
of the event.
Folke is the second Murray:
State player to win medalist af-ter Nikki Orazine did it in 2005.
Racer freshman Lucila Puente made the All-Tournament
team with a third place showing on scores of 72-74-75-31
and Linette Holmslykke placed.
eighth on rounds of 78-72-75 —
225. Sydney Trimble placed
15th with scores of 81-77-76 —
234 and Raeysha Surendran had
scores of 73-81-82-236 and.
placed 22nd.
MSU's Jane Watts played,
the event as an individual and,
placed 13th on scores of 79-7675 — 230.
The rest of the field included
Louisiana-Monroe (952), Alabama State (964) and Lipscomb
(973
Silver Lakes played a distance of 5,943 yards arid to a1PCs$
...
72.
.
The Racers are back in
tion next Monday and Tue
at Dalhousie Golf Club in C
Girardeau, Mo., in the Mis •
Valley Conference Preview.:.

....4

.
MEN'S GOLF
Murray State places six:
"
at DOSEMC Invitationa
MADISON, Ill. — M
State freshman Austin K
placed 15th to lead the Ra
on Tuesday at the Derek Dolasll
Invitational.
Knight posted scores of Ita
73-76-220 to place 15th in
field of 87 players, while
thew Zakutney had a 24th p
showing with scores of 73
78-223. Gabe Wheeler pla6e4
39th with rounds of 76-77-77;e1
224 and Matthew Winder
40th with rounds of 76-77-7
227. Avery Edwards placed
with scores of 81-71-80-23
After posting the best
for the second round in the
of 15 teams, the Racers we
third place heading into
day's final round. MSU fel
sixth and ended the tw
event with scores of 295-288.;
305-888.
Missouri State won the title a/
875, with host SIU Edwardsville
in second place at 877. Bradley;
)0. See COLLEGE,Page 111(.
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AREA SCHEDULE

%arts Gaines
No games scheduied
Thursday's Games
4 p.nL
BOYS ANO GIRLS cams calmly
'Altoway County at Mad Marshal Dash, at Mar41011,Counly
BOYS SOCCER
7:30 p.m.
%army County at Marshal County, 7.30 p.m
GIRLS SOCCB
5:30 p.m.
Callaway County at Marshall County
7:15 p.m.
..:aurray High at McCracken County,7 15 p.m
PREP VOLLEYBALL
1SM.
• Calloway County at Marshall County
at Murray High
Fellowship
'Christian
).

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
GOLF
12 cm.(Thursday)
Repnwood LPGA Classic,
Tour,
LPGA
GOLF fast round, at Beijing
MLB
1 p.m.
- Seattle at Houston
.
6 p.m.
espN - Cleveland at Detroit
.,P5111W - Cincinnati at St LDU1S
9 p.m.
ESPN - Colorado at San Francisco
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
'ESP112 - UEFA Champions League, group
stage, Bayern Munich at Atlertico Madrid
FS1 -UEFA Champions League, Barcelona at
alnisna MAinchengiadbacti
jsz- UEFA Champions League, Manchester
Cny at Celtic
658 - UEFA Champions League, Arsenal at
Basei
630 p.m.
' PSI - MLS, Orlando City at Toronto FC
6:55 p.m.
-Futsal, 2016 World Cup,second sernifihal,Argentina vs. Poitugal, at Cali, Colombia
WNBA
T p.m.
8$P82- Playoffs, Semifinals (best-of-5 seines). Game 1, Phoenix at Minnesota
9 p.m.
ESPN2- Playoffs, Semifinals (best-of-5 series), Game 1, Chicago at Los Angeles
:I•
Thursday's Games
AUTO RACING
12 a.m.(Friday)
NBCSN - Formula One, Malaysia Grand Pna,
p9ctice, at Selangor, Malaysia
&30 p.m.
JISPNU-Hampton at North Carolina AST
7 p.m.
-()Conn at Houston
7:30 p.m.
'F81 -Kansas at Texas Tech
GOLF
3 p.m.
Odif - Ryder Cup. Opening Ceremony, at
Chaska. Minn.
1 cm.(Friday)
,60Lf - LPGA Tour, Reignwood LPGA Classic,
second round, at Beijing
HOCKEY
7 p.m.
ESPN2-World Cup of Hockey, Finals, Game
2 teams TEA, at Toronto
MU
12 p.m.
ESPN -Cleveland at Detroit
6 p.m.
FSNNI-Cincinnati at St LADS
Na
725 p.m.
Na-Miami at Cincinnati
SOCCER
10 am.
Europa League, ESN. Mainz at
FS2-

•

,

0,•

Gabon
12 p.m.
FS1 - UEFA Europa League, Intanazionan
Milano at Sparta Praha
FS2 - UEFA Europa Lingua, Red Bul Salzburg at Schalk* 04
2 p.m
FS1 -UEFA Europa League, Zorya Lunansk at
United
Manchester
F52 - UEFA Europa League, Antra Giurmu at
AS Roma

PRO BASEBALL
MIS
ANIEFKAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pet GB
L
W
586 65
92
z-Boston
5
554
70
87
Toronto
7
541
72
85
Baltimore
11
516
76
81
New York
27
414
92
65
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pet GB
L
W
66 .580
91
a-Cleveland
7
535
73
64
Detroit
11
510
77
Kansas City
80
15
484
81
75
Chicago
35
.357
56 101
Minnesota
West Division
Pct GB
L
W
589
65
93
x-Texas
74
63
529 9/
2
1
Seattle
75 .525
10
83
Houston
.449
87
22
71
Los Angeles
90 .427 2514
67
Oakland
z-clinched playoff berth
x-clinched division
Riesday's Ramona
N.Y. Yankees 6, Boston 4
Toronto 5, Baltimore I
Detroit 12, Cleveland 0
Kansas City 4, Minnesota 3.11 innings
Texas 6, Milwaukee 4
Houston 8, Seattle 4
Chicago White Sox 13, Tampa Bay 6
LA. Angels 8, Oakland 1
Today's Games
Seattle (Paxton 5-7) at Houston (Fists( 12-12),
110 p.m.
Boston (Buchholz 8-10)at N.Y. Yankees(Mitched 1-2), 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Tatman 16-6) at Toronto (Linano
8-13),607 p.m.
Cleveland (McAllister 3-2) at Detroit (Fulmer
11-7), 6:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Santana 7-11) at Kansas City (Verges 0-0), 6:15 p.m.
Milwaukee (Anderson 9-11) at Texas (Hawks
15-5), 7:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Snell 6-8) at Chicago White Sox
(Gonzalez 4-8), 7:10 p.m.
Oakiand (Gray 5-11)at LA Angels (Meyer 1-3),
9:05 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Detroit, 1210 p.m.
Boston at N.Y. Yankees,6:06 p.m.
Baltimore at Toronto,6:07 p.m.
Minnesota at Kansas 04 6:15 p.m.
Tamps Bay at Chicago White Sox,7:10 p.m.
Oakland at Seattle, 9:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pet GB
L
W
65 .586 a -Washington
92
74 .532 8/
84
2
1
New York
14
79 .497
78
Miami
22
87 .446
Philadelphia
70
2
1
92 .410 27/
64
Atlanta
Central Division
Pct GB
L
W
56 .643 x-Chicago
101
19
75 .522
St. Louis
82
24
.490
80
77
Pittsburgh
87 .449 313%
71
Milwaukee
35
.420
91
Cincinnati
66
Want Division
Pet GB
L
W
67 .573 a-Los Angeles
90
7
74 .529
8.3
San Rands?)
17
84 .465
73
Colorado
23
90 .427
67
San Diego

Artzons
a-clinched dawn
lliesdars
Chicago Cate 6, Pltabislili 4
2
Wastern 4, Marna 6

92

414

25

N.Y Maas 12,/Aiwa 1
ROM 6, Miliveukas 4
131 LAWS 12, Clacking. 5
Sw Oleg° 7, LA Dodgers 1
San Francisco 12, Colorado 3
awns
Arizona (Milierisrit Washington (6orualez
11-10), 6.116 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(Arnsts 15-7) at Pataburgh (Talon 4-4), 616 p.m,
N.Y Mein (Lugo 4-2) at Miami (Calmer 5-11),
6:10 am.
Phiadsiphia(Morgan 2-10) atAbants(Foltyne
wlcz 6-5),6410 p.m.
litihwukie (Anderson 9-11) at Tens (Kamen
15-5), 7:05 p.m.
PnorinW (DeSciaisni 5-5) al St Louis (Lesko
9-11), 7:15 p.m.
LA. Dodgers(De Lew 2-0) at San Diego (Ferdomo 8-10), 9:10 p.m
Colorado (Chanvood 11-0) at San Francisco
(Samwdzaa 12-10)1 915 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Arizona itWeattinon, 12-05 p.m.
Chicago Cuba at RMurgh,605 p.m
Philadelphia at Mania,6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati at SL Louis,6:15 p.m.
LA Dodgers at San Diego, 1110 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco,9:15 p.m.

MLB WILD CARD
flu
AMmICAM I;maw
L
W
70
87
72
85
73
84
74
83
83
75
76
81
LEAGUE
NATIONAL
I,
W
74
84
New York
74
83
San Francisco
75
82
St. Louis
Toronto
Baltimore
Detroit
Seattle
Houston
New York

sa

Pet
.554
541
535
.529
.525
516

1
2
21/2
4

Pct
.532
.529
522

GB
1

PRO FOOTBALL
Na
AMERICAN CONFERBICE
East
Pet PP PA
W L T
3 0 0 1.000 81 45
New England
1 2 0 .333 62 78
N.Y. Jets
1 2 0 .333 64 67
Miami
Buffalo
1 2 0 .333 71 68
North
Pet PP PA
it I T
Baltimore
3 0 0 1.000 57 44
Pittsburgh
2 1 0 .667 65 66
Cincinnati
1 2 0 .333 56 75
Cleveland
0 3 0 .000 54 84
South
Pet PP PA
W IT
2 1 0 .667 42 53
Houston
Indianapolis
1 2 0 .333 81 95
1 2 0 .333 42 57
Tennessee
Jacicsomille
0 3 0 .000 54 84
Walt
Pet PP PA
W ET
Denver
3 0 0 1.000 84 57
Kansas City
2 1 0 .667 69 49
Oakland
2 1 0 .667 80 79
1 2 0 .333 87 73
San Diego
NATIONAL COlIFERENCI
East
Pet PP PA
W L T
Philadelphia
3 0 0 1.000 92 27
210.6617760
Dallas
2 1 0 .667 63 61
N.Y. Giants
Washington
1 2 0 .333 66 92
North
Pet PP PA
W IT
3 0 0 1.000 64 40
Minnesota
2 1 0 .667 75 57
Green Bey
Detroit
1 2 0 .333 81 es
Chicago
0 3 0 .000 45 53
South
Pet PP PA
W L T
1 0 .667 104 91
2
Atlanta
1 2 0 .333 70 101
Tampa Bay
Carolina
1 2 0 .333 76 70
New Orleans
0 3 0 .000 79 96
West
W IT
Pct PP PA
1 0 .667 46 63
2
LDS Angeles
2 1 0 .667 52 37
Seattle
1 2 0 .333 73 83
San Francisco
1 2 0 .333 79 63
Artzona
WEEK 4
Thursday's Gams
Miami at Cincinnati,725 p.m.
Sunday's Gaines
Indianapolis at Jwiationville 830 cm.
Carolina at Manta,12 p.m.
Tennessee at Houston, 12 p.m.

7 34 1 3 66 143
0 1
UTEP
0 0 0 0 1 3 106 129
o t 19 13 1 3 87 101
UTSA
0 1 14 24 2 2 114 89
0 2 49 BB 0 4 73t57
Rice
0 1 36 37 2 2 144 128
Saliorday's Gress
Note Owns is. Syracuse, 11 cm
lack 11 sm.
Georgia
MINN at
et Mkt 11:30 am
al OWN Mega 12 p.m
able Roeen asks 230 p.m.
Il ial Icsij
"FAUWDIsillicilatilatFI
:d•
:misone
1 -i nlortti
st
kWnial."1 61:1 1. 1 1:1 1 1 1:1 C1 .1cft.61l7
arduc4. 6 13.1 1P-61 1.Tm
185 eP.m.
ms,
Nara Cada at Mends St. 2:30 p.m
Marshal at PIttabuon4 6.30 p.m
Mardis.atlitaateta,6130 p.m
Llama at amason,7 p.m.
MillY
Cantsrance
11011TWEASTERN
PP PAW 1 PP PA
East Maim
1 0 56 35 3 1 122 111
E. Ninon
Ovsrat
CsaterenCe
1 0 44 23 2 2 171 95
IJTMer*t
* 1 PP PAW I. PP PA
SE Missouri I 0 17 16 1 3 BO 108
Timms* 1 0 321 26 4 0 131 64
I 1 64 51 1 3 96 106
Tenn Teen
1 1 73 45 3 1 1za 52
Florida
Tenn. State 0 0 0 0 3 0 115 50
1 1 42 72 3 1 101 120
Georgia
0 0 0 3 1 119 91
0
Stais
141
Jaz
121
2
2
1 1 24 55
Kaaba:icy
E. Kentucky 0 0 0 0 1 2 87 100
1 2 37 54 2 2 57 tla
S. Carolina
Murray State 0 1 16 17 0 4 58 147
0 1 27 28 2 2 168 75
Missouri
Austn Play 0 2 42 97 0 3 59 154
0 1 10 13 2 2 95 106
Varaistilt
Warders Gamma
West Division
UT Martin at Tennessee St,2 p.m.
Overall
Conficence
P.58,4 p.m.
Austin
SL
Murray
PA
PP
1
PAW
PP
W L
E. anon at SE Missouri.6 p.m
Texas MAI 2 0 74 40 4 0 172 64
Tech,6 p.m
Tennessee
E. Kentucky at
1 0 48 43 4 0 186 59
Alabama
1 I 34 42 2 2 96 75
Auburn
Lai
1 1 36 38 2 2 114 67
Miss. State 1 1 47 37 2 2 114 93
21
Mississippi 1 1 88 62 2 2 160 120
1920 - A Chicago grand airy indicts eight
0 1 24 45 3 1 128 106
Arkansas
members of the Chicago Wits Sox on charges
Saturdey's Game
cil fig the 1919 World Series, known as the
Florida at Vanderbilt, 11 am.
'Black Sw Scandal.' White Sox owner Chwles
Alcorn St at Arkansas 11 am.
Comiskey iminediaisfy susPends the eight OW
Louisiana-Monroe at Auburn, 2:30 p m
OM.
Tennessee at Georgia, 2:30 p.m
1940- Bud Brennan,a spectator at Memorial
Texas A&M at South Carolina, 3 p.m
Stadium, races out at the stands and attempts to
Kentucky at Alabama,6 p.m.
tackle Altchigan's Tom Marmon at the 3-yard line.
Memphis at laississippi,6 p.m
Harmon easily wades Brennan and completes
Missouri at LS1.1, 6:30 p.m.
an 136-yard touchdown nit, Ills third return for a
CONFERENCE USA
toucticisim,in *41-0 rout of California
East Division
1976 - Muhammad All wins a unanimous
Overall
Coalmine*
15-round decision over Ken Norton at Yankee
PF PA W L PF PA
W
Stadium in New York to retain his world heavy38 34 3 1 158 102
Middle Tenn 1
weight title.
46 14 2 2 117 107
W Kentucky 1
1996-Nebraska and Penn State become the
33 19 1 2 62 99
Old Dominion 1
and sixth ataxy CONDOS LO WM 700 games,
fifth
0 0 1 2 128 124
0
Marshall
Michigan, Notre Dense, Texas and Alfollowing
0 0 1 3 100 169
0
Charlotte
abama. Nebraska pounds Colorado Stahl 65-9
0 0 1 3 82 162
0
FAIJ
baste Wisconsin 23-20.
Slats
Penn
and
0 00 4 54 149
0
F111
2003-Dente Hall becomes in. first plays( In
West Division
Na history to return a kick for s touchdown In
Overall
Conference
three straight gases, taking one beck 97 yards
PP PA
W L PP PAW
give Kansas City a go-ahead score in the
to
7 3 1 165 79
S Mississippi 1 0 34
fourth quarter of its 17-10 win OW BaartIODS
North Texas 1 0 42 35 2 2 104 121
Louisiana Tech0 1 34 38 1 3 152 142
Virginia
Duke
Pataiourgin

Smalls at 14.Y JOS, 12 pin
12 pm
Diboll at
, 12 p.m
Buffalo at New
12 p.m
Cleveland at
Oaliand at adlimatt 12 Pm
OMSK at Twnpa airy, 306 p.m
Los Angeles at airtime 325 p.m
Naar Oilman it am Diego, 3:25 p.m
Doan it Wm Fondest% 325 p.m
Kansas City atMilibmia 7:30 p.m
IllaniWs Canis
N.r Giants at Mamma 7:30 P-m-

mc

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
At TOP 26 =MULE
Taratiey's Gams
No. IS Houston vs. UConn, 7 p.m.
atires Germ
No 7 Stanford at No. 10 Washingbon,8 p.m
Satmarfs Gimes
No. 1 Alabama vs. Minuet% 6 p.m.
No.2 Ohio State vs. Rutgare 11 cat.
No. 3 Lanvin at No. 5 Canaan,7 p.m.
No 4 Michigan vs. No. 8 Wisconsin, 2:30
No.9 Texas AMA at South Carolina, 3 p.m.
No. 11 Tennessee at No 25 Georgia, 2313 p.m.
No. 12 Florida State vs. North Caroline,230 p.m.
No. 13 Baylor at 10401 Stab, 11 cm
No. 14 Miami at Georgia Tech, 11 cm.
No. 15 Nebraska vs. Ninois, 230 p.m.
No. 16 assisaippl vs. Memphis,6 p.m.
No. 17 Michigan State at Indiana. 7 P-m.
lb. 18 Utah at California, 5 p.m.
No. 19 San Diego State id South Aisbarria, 7 p.m
No. 20 Arkansas vs. Alcorn State, 11 am.
No. 21 TCU vs. Oklahoma,4 p.m.
No. 22 Texas at Oklahoma State, 11 cm.
No. 23 Florida at Vanderbilt 11 am.
No. 24 Boise State vs. Utah State 9:15 p.m
STANDINGS
ATLANTIC COAST
Allan*
Conlerenos
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
Louisville
2 0 125 48 4 0 254 90
7 4 0 134 44
1 0 26
Clemson
Wake Forest 1 0 24 14 4 0 102 66
0 0 2 1 127 69
NC State
0 0
0 1 20 63 3 1 172 140
Florida St
0 1 26 62 2 2 112 138
Syracuse
Boston Coll 0 2 14 66 2 2 82 83
Coastal
Conference
Overall
W L PP PAW L PP PA
N. Carolina 1 0 37 36 3 1 165 120
0 3 1 163 75
Virginia Tech 1 0 49
Georgia Tech 1 1 24 40 3 1 97 57
Miami
0 0 0 0 3 0 153 23

rpn.oinvend
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, 6 p.m
6 p.m
entucky 6 p.m
ill Tema,8 p.m
6.30 p.m
SIALLEY
Nws
Overall
PA W 1 PF PA
45 35 3 1 122 111
4 23 2 2 171 ge
7 16 1 3 80 108
4
51 1 3 96 106
0
0 3 0 115 50
0
0 3 1 119 91
0
0 1 2 67 100
6 17 0 4 56 147
2 97 0 3 59 154
'
.
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From Peg.9A
Calloway County's afternoon
with a 101.
The Lakers (328) took fourth
overall in the team standings,
while Mayfield dominated the
field with a 296 to win the team
Region 1 Tournament championship for the first time since
1995. Marshall County (304),
also qualified for the state tournament with a second-place finish. McCracken County (305)
was third, one stroke short of a
state tournament bid.
For Hicks, it was a feat that
may not completely set in for a
few more days.
"It's just crazy. It hasn't set
in yet," he said."You had to hit
the fairways out here and, if you
didn't, you're not going to do
well. Fairways will set you up
for good birdies out here. I had
a few of those get by me, but I
had that long putt on No. 14 and
rolled it in."
How important was the putt
on No. 14?
If McCracken County had
finished a stroke better than
Marshall County to make the
state tournament field as a team,
the 74 shot by Hicks would not
have qualified him for Bowling
Green. The Marshals' Jay Nimmo(72)and Garrett Howell(73)
would have qualified as individuals instead.
Calloway County head coach
Ti. Hargrove was beside Hicks
nearly every step of the way.
"Our goal was to get around
a 320 (team score) at the beginning of the year but, for Tanner
to play the way he did and for
Ty Gallimore to card an 80 as a
freshman,the sky is the limit for
our team. Connor Steele and Isaiah Butler grinded it out there,
but we knew who the favorites
were coming in," Hargrove said.
"With McCracken County
not going to state, no one would
probably thought that could happen, but that's golf. Marshall
County played very well and,
in a one-day tournament, anything cab happen. I'm sure the
Mustangs will go home tonight
thinking, 'How could we take
away one stroke?"
For Murray High (336), it
was a farewell for senior Preston
English, who i4eavily pursuing
an NCAA Diy
‘
a college basketball scholarship.
English tied Brogan Welsh
for the Tigers' best score at 79.
While English put a wrap on

II PREP
From Page 9A
Parker Greer fed Grogan for
the early 1-0 lead in the 16th
minute before Therell's shot put
Murray High with a 2-0 command.
Allye Darnell sliced the deficit to 2-1 for Graves County just
before the half, but Grogan's
comer kick early in the second
half found Butterworth, who
wrapped it up for Murray High
with the insurance goal.
Kennedy Jones deflected
Damell's best look of the half
to preserve the Lady Tigers' first

ray High searched for answers.
"I'm very proud of the way
we played. We played hard and
we played as a team. We played
the nght way. It's a shame that
you build an advantage and a
team tries to take that advantage away from you, but it
worked," head coach Martin
Son said.
"We can't wait until we got
on the field again. We feel like
we've been hurt by Graves
County, Marshall County and
Calloway County. To go and to
lose this way, with a 1-0 lead
and have one of their star players get a red card and then take
it back because of a lie to the
referee, that's horrible."
Wetherington put the Eagles ahead for good in the 50th
minute before Alex Arellano's
right side punt and Wetherington's rebound off Garcia

gave Graves County a 4-1 iv
in the closing minutes.
.•
Garcia didn't score in
second half, but the 'Nur
defensive becks had plenty
trouble from his teammatea.
who are out to !wove that Mg
belong as arguably the top gis,
goon 1 threat.
Aclongo sliced the Eagfse
lead to 4-2 with just four minutes remaining,but the damage
had already been clone, both on
and off the field.
"What doesn't kill us,
makes us stronger. We're extremely motivated and we're
ticked off. We're going to grow
from it," Son said."I'm excited
to play in this district. Really,
the only win that matters is in
the district tournament."
With just two games remaining in the regular season,
the Tigers are idle until 7 pm.
Saturday, when they host Marshall County (11-3-1) at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex.•

•RACERS

Lewis said Murray State
was prepared to face an agFrom Page 9A
gressive challenge from Austin
Peay.
"We worked on our defense
"We were expecting Ausand changed it up," Schwepker tin Peay to come out strong
said. "I like what I am seeing and be really good," Lewis
out of our new defense because said. "They are always a realour players have responded."
ly solid blocking team, but we
Murray State built leads of are pleased with how we per5-1 in the first set and 7-0 in formed."
the second and 16-6 in the third
The Governors had a 6-4
before preserving its league advantage in blocks, but
the
victory.
Racers managed to hit around
After securing back-to- them, led by Chatman's .545
back OVC home wins over attack percentage and the hitSoutheast Missouri and UT ting of Ingram (.385) and BesMartin last weekend, Austin selsen (.308).
Peay (11-7 overall, 2-1 OVC)
Stoltz, who created 37 asentered Tuesday's contest on a sists for MSU, had several hot
six-match winning streak until hands to distribute the ball.
running into the red-hot Racers
Murray State, which is the
(8-7, 3-0).
first OVC team to improve to
"We talked in the locker 3-0 in league matches this searoom about Austin Peay and son, holds a half-game lead
how great they had been play- over SIU Edwardsville (9-4,
ing of late. They have been 2-0), Belmont (8-4, 2-0) and
winning a lot of their match- Jacksonville State (12-8,2-4)).
es" Schwepker said. "Our job
MSU travels to play Morewas to go out there and go after head State (5-10, 1-1) at 4 pin.
them. It was a big win (for us) Saturday.
in that respect."

BRYCE RUDD/Ledger & Times
Murray High's Preston English watches his shot from the rough during the KHSAA Boys
Golf Region 1 Tournament on Tuesday at Drake Creek Golf Club In Ledbetter. English
finished with a 79.
his high school golf career at an 80, Blake Newsome added a
Drake Creek.the impact golf has 98 and eighth-grader Jack Ephad on him resonated far beyond person rounded out the Tigers
just his teammates.
with a 107.
"I'll miss it. Not just my
After going 6-over on his
team, but the entire golf commu- first nine holes, English sudnity and making new friendships denly found himself 1 -under on
every day," English said."When the back nine and in position to
you're on the course that long do damage. He collected four
with someone, you kind of get straight pars, including a birdie
to know them and you become on No. 17,before bowing out for
friends with a lot of people you the last time after a difficult No.
maybe otherwise wouldn't meet. 18 hole.
Coach Amy McDowell is very
"I hit a 9-iron as good as I
supportive and energetic. She could and it ended up going 190
says she's the best at giving fruit yards into the parking lot on No.
snacks out of any of the coaches. 18, which is unheard of for a
She's a good coach overall and 9-iron. I was proud of the way
I'll miss her."
I was able to get back into it,"
Nathan Waltmon penciled in English said.

win since their appearance in the
All A state championship match.
The Lady Tigers are back in
action at McCracken County at
7:15 p.m. Thursday.

VOLLEYBALL
Marshall County 25-25-25,
Murray High 18-14-23
BENTON — Marshall County swept Murray High in a threeset match Tuesday night.
Sophie Galloway led the
Lady Tigers (6-16 overall) with
four kills and 3 1/2 blocks, while
Chloe Lovins added three kills.
Kaylee Fang created 10 assists
and seven digs, McKenzie Mason contributed an MHS-high

nine digs and Jordan Rickman
registered eight digs. Fang, Mason, Ava Munsey and Leah Taylor all served two aces.
Murray High hosts Christian
Fellowship at 7 p.m. Thursday.

Graves County 25-25,
Calloway County 18-16
MAYFIELD
—
Graves
County swept Calloway County in a two-set match Tuesday
night.
No individual statistics were
available before press time.
The Lady Lakers (7-9 overall) play a Region 1 District 4
match at Marshall County at 7
p.m. Thursday. III

For first-year head coach
Amy McDowell, the future is
bright for the Tigers, but Tuesday was a tribute to English's
contributions over the last several seasons.
"Preston has been such a
great leader. He's been to the
KHSAA State Tournament and
the All A State Tournament. He's
had a great golf career," McDowell said. "He was a leader
and a great example. He made it
so easy to coach him. The young
guys looked up to him and they
wanted to play well for him.
He's a delight and we're going
to miss him."•

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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Jacksonville State Athletics
Members of the Murray State women's golf team pose for a photo after winning the Chris
Banister Classic on Tuesday at Silver Lakes Golf Club in Glencoe, Ala.
Western Illinois (912), Tennes- and par 71.
Missouri State's Jack Knoesee Tech (914). Eastern Illinois
From Page 9A
(934) and Mott College (939) sel was medalist with scores of
66-68-72-206.
made up the rest of the field.
(880) placed third and NorthThe Racers are back in acLance Davis played the event
ern Iowa (883) was fourth and for the Racers as an individual tion next Monday and Tuesday
UT Martin fifth (887). Omaha and was 87th place with scores at the Skyhawk Classic at Paris
shared sixth with the Racers at of 80-86-85-251.
Landing State Park in Buchanan.
888. South Dakota (890), New
The event was staged at Gate- Tenn.•
Orleans (893), Nicholls State way National Golf Club where
(897), North Dakota (910), the course played to 7,092 yards
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UCH welcomes Blalock II

Photo provided
Shown from left are Vanessa Futrell, Dave Puckett, Keith Travis, Martha Puckett and
Janelle Veazey.

Puckett's Jewelry donates $1,850 to Because She Matters
their donation,"
The Because She Matters campaign has been
launched to raise money for tomosynthesis (3-D
mammography) and molecular breast imaging
that will detect breast cancer earlier and more effectively.
The initiative is set to raise $500,000 for Phase
1 of the equipment, which would directly benefit
patients within the community and surrounding
area.
For more information on how to make a donation, contact Travis at 270-762-1908.•

Special to The Ledger
The Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare received a $1.850 donation from Puckett's
Jewelry of Benton to support the Because She
Matters campaign.
Puckett's Jewelry hosted an on-site sale at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for employees.
"The sale was a way to raise money while
employees were able to shop for great values via
payroll deduction," said MCCH Vice President of
Development Keith Travis."We appreciate Puckett's for bringing the merchandise to us and for

Photo provided
Shown are Dr. Richard Blalock of internal medicine, orthopedic surgeon Dr. Richard
Blalock ll and pharmacy student Shelby Blalock, who is finishing her rotation, during
a reception earlier this month. The reception was put in place to welcome Richard
Blalock ll to Murray Orthopaedics.

MCCH observes
taiant Awareness
Month with balloon
4ease on Oct. 14
Special to The Ledger
: In communities across
America, expectant moms will
reel their baby's first kick, parkas will listen joyfully to their
'aewborn's first cry and families
1.411 celebrate their healthy batcs first birthday.
'llso on this day, 13 babies
,
........
1414 die suddenly and unexpectedly from sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS) or
or sudden unexpected infant
deaths (SUID). More than 70
new parents will have listened
sadly to their stillborn baby's
silence, and countless lives will
be lost to miscarriage and other
causes of infant death.
October is SIDS and Pregnaticy and Infant Loss Awaretietti month, and Murray-Cal.10-ii.ray County Hospital is
teaming up with the nation's
leading organization dedicated
to infant health and survival to
help increase awareness about
these tragic causes of infant
death.
At 10 a.m. Oct. 14. the commthnity is invited to participate
WIballoon release at the North
Osier entrance of the hospital
tapus at 803 Poplar St. The
will signify the hoss support towards those
el lies who have experienced
*It loss.
Plowers will also be displayed in the labor and delivery department at MCCH. and
a ribbon will be tied around a
tree in front of the hospital to
commemorate infant lives lost.
: '.Most pregnancies are a
s time, but unfortunatehere are also times when
arriages and infant loss oc,
.' said Dana Bazzell. direcf Perinatal Services. "We
rstand how difficult this
.
an be for families and want
to remember those affected by
each loss." II
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Friday, Sept 30
Open House Celebr,ition
1 1 AM - 2PM
Chamber of Commerce
Ribbon Cutting at 12PN1
Free T-shirt
Free Food
Register to Win a 40" TV
Meet the Staff
Tour the Clinic

Saturday, Oct 1
Grand Opening
8AM - 6PM
We will begin accepting patients at 8AM

Fast Pace Urgent Care will begin
treating patients for a wide range
of illnesses, injuries, and common
conditions, as well as providing a
variety of wellness diagnosis and
screening services.
No Appointment Needed
Mon-Fri SAM-SPM
Sat 8AM-6PM
Sun 1PM-5PM

Fast Pace Urgent Care
506 N 12th St I Murray, KY 42071
1
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AAA Mini Stowage
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

CilenDi Inc

5 21 39
47 64

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

91 Spruce Street

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY
RESIDENTIAL
1...1;- • •

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Is taking applications for
Full and Part Time Trailer Spotters

r),
.

270-753-9224
, tor

Think

Must have a Class A CDL

- 20 visa& or
Over 20 words S..50 each
Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
:$335 cdra for SmartSaver
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To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

base
nefit
ding

Call (270) 753-1916
email

ona-

classifiedAmurrayledger.com

or-stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE &
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday At
Downtown Farmers
Market
Corner of 5th & Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187

Pre -

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

Hap Wailed
CAREGIVERS
Needed! We are currently looking for caregivers with overnight
availability. If you have
experience and are
compassionate about
what you do then
please contact us at
270-753-5990.

Money

Name
Address
City
State

7.1p

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Time.;
P.O. Box 1640
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

WI
EREn%

_met

For Rol
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown , Murray
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-753-0259

I iftelloge • hope.
as.
Pm 1
P.

Backed by oeur family'. 1304 years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900.
270-293-5423

Pets & Supplies
Apartments,
Duplexes

5.

DOG Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

University Heights
Apartments is now
dm. ami
accepting applications
Cash paid tor good, I
for 1BR Rental
used guns
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
H&H Guns
1734 Campbell St.
inside
270-759-2282 or
Bensons Sporting
270-395-7325
Goods
Hearing Impaired only
519 S. 12th, St.
1-800-648-6056.
Murray
Handicap accessible.
270-753-1342
6. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
EOE
150
Melee
CALLOWAY GARDENS
For We
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL Time & Part Time
OTR Drivers Needed
for dedicated lane.
Call 731-247-5871 for
more information.

2

JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
Kitchen
Manager/
Executive Chefs. Apply
between the hours of 24PM. or vist us online
at cravejasmine.com

Straw $3.50/ bale.
270-753-4582,
270-227-7352

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

Queen

Ann

Cherry Dining Room

lz
4/7 Surveillance•

Suite.
6

chairs,

buffet, 2

expansion

leafs,

$475.00
Excellent condition
270-804-1611 Randy

RENT to Own
16x60 2Br, 2Ba
$2950/down,
$450/month
1/2 mile from KY lake
38 Woodlake Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
615-397-3171

Direct Care Positions- Want to work
in a rewarding field, where you are
appreciated by the people you serve?
FT & PT residential relief positions to
provide a safe and clean home environment for persons diagnosed with UDD.
Weekend, Afternoon & Midnight shifts
available in Graves and McCracken
counties. Duties include but are not
limited to personal care, transportation
for community activities, leisure activities, documentation, medication administration, meal preparation, light housekeeping, laundry, etc. Minimum
Qualifications: at least 18 years old,
experience preferred, but not required,
must have a valid KY Driver's license,
be able to pass required background
checks.
Applications available at:
Send ap
5Vel
etfre ume to:
Julie Castleberry, VPHR,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
425 Broadway, Suite 201,
Paducah, KY 42001. EOE

Large 1br apt. Newly
remodeled. Close to
downtown,
Washer/dryer, No pets
$395 plus deposit
270-556-7928
NICE 2BR Duplex, All
Appliances.
270-227-7414
4BR, 2BA,
1626 West Olive St.
On Campus, brand
new appliances, windows and siding,
Rent $800/month plus
deposit/references
and 1yr lease. 270227-3071 or 270-4365085

lot In established

o,frif.;

270-753-3853
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

111

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

RGL Storage, LLC
MO84th St. a
Sunbury Circle
igh*
Ma
xiir W8%*

ne
4701-115157

neighborhood

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

812 Whttnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Or.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ext28.3

GREAT neighborhood
3Br 2Ba
$785
rent
$785
deposit.
1800 B Valley Dhve.
270-753-8242.

Wooded residential

Murray

160
Home FurnieNngs
8PC

Lots For Ssis

Pub& Sale

Wont to Buy

CRACKER Barrel hir- MOBILE home for rent
ing grill cooks, servers,
270-293-6116
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
Nice 2BR mobile home
jobs.crackerbarrel.com No Pets 270-752-8556
or 270-753-9866.
Benefits after 30 days

Chec

Mattress ",..e.5

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

r-cubist di Funeral D1rECt,..,

060

NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping and
Maintenance Staff
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Call 270-759-5540

fl

MURRAY
Calloway
County Need Line looking for part time
employee.
Interpersonal communication, organizational, office and computer
skills needed.Resume
accepted at the office
located at 509 N 8th
Street Murray.

PRE-PLANNING

We offer a great pay package.

9a.m. - 4p.m. M-F for more details

PENNY
P U1N1Ph IN PIT('i I
Airport Rd.
Follow Signs. Same
Location as Always!
Pumpkins ALL sizes
J Gingles
270-753-6132
Like us on facebook
facebook.com/
pennypumpkinpatch

JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early momings, and
daytime
positions.
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
early morning custodial
work.
270-759-1400.

and good MVR.

270-978-0876
270-759-5469

460
Homes For SW
M urray Ledger & Times Fair
!lousing Act Notice
All real estate ad% ertised herein
is subiert to the Federal Fair
Housing Al./. which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or mienlion to make anv such preference,. limitations or di.criminanon
State laws torbid discrunination
in the sale, rental or advertising
01 real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate wind
is not In violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity bass
Fur further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P MiLan.t703l b414-1000

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
ProfessiAnals
270-293-7872 ;
BRICK Home for Sale
in Puryear. 3Br 1 1/2Ba
1600sq/ft. New intenor
paint and carpet with
fenced

backyard.

89,900.
For more information
call 731-247-6193.

NEW Build 3BFU2BA
all bock home.

For all your storage convenience

The Gates 1400sq/ft

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
*Marra,hart Ss Lack - loll N.126 Si.
•M1C Ramp - l%ON.12th

NOOK 1•0•11=11

270-227-0375,

Ltgla, Ekctricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

•Gariaatl larai lied& Misi4itair - Hey. NE
Climate Control
IFTC-Ic'l
C4;4' v();/;;57.0,7,1GE NEEP."'
1900 A N. 12th St P.O. Box 65%may ry 42071
Office 2?0 753-2905 Fax 270-753 9505
• garlandrenfals grtiail.aan

;IKE

Large 6 bedroom & 6.5 bath brick home.
Private on 10 fenced acres. Large
activity rooms, home theater, gym,&
more. 2 Large shop buildings. 5 acre pond.

$325,000
Additional 87 acres of land at S3500.00/acre.

H
LH

- Thsl

I s."` 1

Advertise with us for the best results!
1x1 $75 per month

Ask for Nleki
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

VII be glad to help!

720 S 41H ST.
Monet a 121 S

270-753-1916

ER

1x1.5 $85 per month

aTIMES

2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
12701753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
00-12 00

25 WORD CLASSIFIED
ONLY $15.00
Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,
NOW

Murray Ledger & Times
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Hill Electric

(Submit geuR raueRite Pall Recipe'

GARY W. DIG

ELECTRIC

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

Licensed
Insured

WON

71534542

County
teachers •
flagpole in
to pimici•
at the Pole
Mr. and
of Flint R

Ask about our
21312111K

wechtb

their 60th
Sept. 21.
Pictured
Fire-Resc
Calloway
Larry
captain at
Providenc•
ment's Calloway
is shown s
4 at the
at Ballard
Also show

753-1916

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

*Handyman Services

Jason Hill

270-293-4256

*Yard Work

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands

Moor's
Concrete

•Pressure Washing
*Gutter Cleaning

Gary 770-227-0420

Licensed & Insured

eDnveways
*Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
*Did Work
•bc. & Ins
Jeff Moor,.
931-289-02.13

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Olson as s.
toward the
fired a 106
while Olso

KENTUCKY UkKE
BEMODELING.COM

No put

All Aspects of
• New Conttruriien
• Remodels
• DryiNall & Purling
• Licensed Insured

Remodeling
*Home improsemnts
•Bath •Kitchen
A Additions

Rernodelng & Pkrnbrig

•Drywall .Painting
•The .Flooring •Decks

WI Do Insurance Work

• Fire

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

270-436-5959

'PRESSURE WALSW/4,4"
•LAWA/ CARE
-RisrotwrrAz

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

fly owneWoperated

GET NOTICED TODAY!

out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

(270) 759-0501

Call Nick! at
(270) 753-1916.

In
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 8100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1016.

Gellirnore Elecerisual Controctors. LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
IniestriaUtemmerstalieesimeast
James C.Salaams
Wry W.GECMUERAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

ACROSS
1 "Get lost!"
5 Bidding
option
9 Kayak's
cousin
11 River area
12 Take as
one's own
13 Consumed
14 Sea, to
Simone
15 Entered
uninvited
17 Hid away
19 Overhead
trains
20 Irving
Berlin's
"Blue —"
21 Memorial Day
month
22 Houston

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to affection

ISKSSE

Engagement's
sassy)" :Jam.suv

eables
eirthdays

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to heart health.

SPSEERRU

Call
Murray
Ledger
Times!

player

airsmada :Aamst‘v

Let us help
you
Celebrate

SUDOKU

Sudoku us a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid w4th
1 to
nu
green numbers The obtect is to place the numbers
several g
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and eech
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The dfficutty level
of the Conceptis Sudolcu increases trorn Monday to Sunday

,....

4172
,
.
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-4

39 2

Tits
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By Dave Green
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e
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t
7
I
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Rallies. Dist. by Kill

Concept a SudoKtio

9

7_

1
.
3
5

. 8
9
is
2 Li
246 0i

4

5 83
•Wanda
,L4'sel ***

l

MA

Answer to previous puzzle

1 6 7 3
9 8 4 2
25 39
29 8

4
7
1
5

8
5
6
3

2
6
7
1

9
3
4
7

5
1 I
81
4

7
1
6
5

2
3
9
8

9
2
7
4

5
4
3
9

6
8
5
1

3A
7)
21
6

I
3754618293
4
5 9
4 1
7 3

1
6
8
2

CHAW
LAYSUP
HIRE
ELAPSE
MAKEUPTESTS
LASER
XRAY
BALL
DAYTON
DOGS
HUE
BIN
AGE
CORD
DUNCAN
MASS
STAY
ROSIN
WAKEUPCAL LS
ORDEAL
EXIT
TOASTY
DENS

CROSSWORDS

•

74nniversary's

Buy 2 Months
get the 3 Month
1/2 Off

1MLEDGER
Will &TIMES

GAME CENTER
Weddings

Pei Persou.

WIter

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean

CO,v74C7 Scorr
2?0-9?8-7/52

111.11114:_
.%.4

a

Schw
Caleb B. .
Basiak, le.
Staples, T.

weekly & Special pickups

Avrs

teCIptas

ison

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

•COMMERC/At

dh

AL

Leighton

.31155142111L.

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

DC avoscaPbvc

8

Limit 2

chase

necessa r y!

Restorstion
• Free Estimates
270-213-0444

*insured Sr• Discount
•Free Estimates
•Member of "A" Rating
on Angie 's List

v-Ga& Mastercard Accepted

270-753-1916

Twenty y
Pictured
Sheriff S
Max Perri
items, belt.
burglaries,
Kentucky •
Memorial
Mission F
ing to the
ty Hospi

270.206.2517

Water Damaged Rocrs
Braces & ROCf Joists

-1/C

Tea Callowa
members
Teals
•
nual
Lady
-play.
ty in three
Appro

www.tulieloctric.com

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Murray

24 River
blocker
26 Robust
quality
29 Brief time
30 Seriously
badmouthed
32 Had a
fight
34 Singer
Carly —
Jepsen
35 Circle
spokes
36 Counting
everything
38 Pecks
and
Pounds

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

i

Over 28 Years

Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1108
.4,

11

39 Art
supporter
40 Big
snakes
41 Garden
sections
DOWN
1 Cons
2 West
Point
attendees
3 Pullover
jacket
4 Spinning
toy
5 Shooter
ammo
6 Tennis
great
Gibson
7 Unwavering
8 Beach
grains

Schwenm.
The G!.

Murray

W.

residential
Morganti a

the Yard of
Murray
ished seco

Today I
Today i•
the 272nd •1
days left in
Today's
On Sept
Conqueror
claim the E
On this •
In 1542
Juan Rodri:
present-day
In 1787
Confederati
just-comple
United Stat.

BABY E

BLOND
fi

Yesterday's answer
10 Engraves
11 In need of
recharging
16 Make
good as
new
18 Thailand,
once
21 May
honorees
23 Band aide
24 Presiden-

25 Maine
park
27 Sentence
part
28 Made
better
29 Prepare
for
surgery
30 Not that
31 Valleys
33 Uses a

DUSTIN

sofa

tial middle

37 Collar

name

THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send &4.75 (check)
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virg nia Dr. Orlando, FL 32803
7
6
5
4
1
3
2
11

10

9

8

13

12
15

14

18

GARFIE
19

17
IWO
21

20

22
27

26

IMMO

is

31

ill
32
35

28

34

36

WI

4:
m
moy
n

41

40

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

PEANU1
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1M years ago
Invitational carboy this month at the
Calloway County volleyball team Pans Landing Golf Course
members Amanda Schroader and
flirty years ago
Teals Penick were selected to the
The low Crass section of the Murall-tournament team at the fifth an- ray High
Tiger Band Is pictured
nual Caldwell County Slamfest,The during the
Ohio County MarchLady Laken were undefeated in ing Band
Festival in Beaver Dam
pool play but fell to Caldwell Counand includes Laramie Simpson,
ty in three sets at the tournament.
Kathy Krizan, Ken Mikulcik, Ken
Approximately
30
Calloway Hainsworth, David Weatherly and
County High School students,
Heath Ryan.
teachers and staff gathered at the
The Rev. and Mrs. Wilson Jones
flagpole in front of the high school
of South Sixth St., Murray, were
to participate in the annual "See You
honored with a family celebration
at the Pole" ceremony.
in observance of their 50th wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain
anniversary on Sept. 27.
of Flint Road in Murray, observed
The Murray Rotary Club recently
their 60th wedding anniversary on
held a drawing for an Echo brand
Sept. 21.
gas-powered weed trirruner which
Pictured are Calloway County
was donated by Larry Hurt of MurFire-Rescue Chief Greg Cherry,
Calloway County Judge-Executive ray Supply. Jerry Smith of the MurLarry Elkins and Hal Nance Jr., the ray Rotary Club presented the trimmer to the winner Doug Freeland
captain at CCFS's Station 9 in New
Providence, in front of the depart- of Richardson, Howe, Wilson and
Cunningham.
ment's three new trucks.
Forty years ago
Calloway County's Ellie Fisher
Cathy Mattis, Renee Wynn and
is shown sizing up her put on No.
4 at the First Region Tournament Pat Weatherly are pictured admiring
at Ballard County Country Club. some of the 200 unusual gifts which
Also show is Murray High's Katrina will be sold at auction on Oct. 14,
Olson as she watches her putt head at the Murray Rotary Club's first
toward the cup during play. Fisher international bazaar at Murray High
fired a 106 to lead the Lady Lakers School.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
while Olson finished with a 116.
has received an additional $67,000
Twenty years ago
Pictured are Calloway County grant from federal Hill-Burton
Sheriff Stan Scott and Constable hospital funds to be applied to the
Max Parrish after finding several $4,134.500 cost of a major expanitems, believed to be stolen in recent sion project.
Fifty years ago
burglaries, in a barn near the area of
Nancy Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Kentucky 280.
Memorial Baptist Church Older Mrs. Dale Baker has been named
Mission Friends took a love offer- a semi-finalist and Melanie Boyd,
ing to the Murray-Calloway Coun- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
ty Hospital Nursery. Pictured are Boyd, has been commended by the
12th annual National Merit ScholarLeighton Dale, Logan Burks, Madison Schwettman, Kelsey Daniel, ship Corp. Both are students at MurCaleb Barber, Rachel Barber, Diane ray High School.
Basiak, leader, Lynn Basiak, Alec
Sixty years ago
Staples, Tatum Dale and Danielle
Births reported include a boy to
Schwettman, assistant.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Edwards and a
The Garden Department of the boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Goers,
Murray Woman's Club selected the both on Sept. 26.
residential yard of Elton and Jesse
New officers of the WMS of MeMorganti at 1713 Holiday Drive, as morial Baptist Church are Mrs. Vothe Yard of the Month.
ris Sanderson, Mrs. James Sublett,
Murray High's Drew Holton fin- Mrs. JO. Reeves, Mrs. H.M. McElished second at the Henry County rath and Mrs. Lester Garland.

Wife in sexless marriage is
tempted by outside offer
DEAR ABBY: I've been in
a committed relationship for 19
years, and have been married for
three years. My husband is wonderful, except he has absolutely
no sex drive. And of course, in the
true nature of
opposition,
mine is off
the charts.
I
have
met another
man who is
in a loveless
marriage.
He says they
don't
have
49. 49*
intimate reDear Abby
lations, and
by
she
knows
Abigail
he has had
"flings" over
Van Buren
the years. He
has asked me
to be his newest -friend with benefits." He's attractive, employed,
and wants only a physical relationship. (I suspect their marriage
is tied to his business, but I'm not
sure.)
I'm honestly tempted, because
I'm lonely in that regard. No marriage is perfect, by any means, but
am I biting off more than I can
chew even if I get my husband's
permission (which he would likely give), and assuming this man
is telling the truth about his wife?
What to do? -- DESPERATE IN
THE NORTH
DEAR DESPERATE: While
some open marriages have been
known to work if the husband and
wife are willing, I hesitate to recommend it. You describe yourself
as desperate. You MUST be desperate to consider becoming someone's latest "fling."
Did your husband's low sex
drive exist before your marriage,or
is it something new? If it is recent,
there may be medical help for his
problem -- if he is willing to talk to
his doctor about it. Please suggest
it before you do anything else.
••••••

Today In History

ths
)nth

DEAR ABBY: I am in a new
DEAR DOCTOR K: I regurelationship (six months) with a larly get hiccups. Sometimes they
man who treats me like gold. He's last a long time. Is this cause for
kind, affectionate and a great man, concern?
except for one thing.
DEAR READER: As annoying
His office building is right next as hiccups may be, they rarely sigto mine, which is how we met.
nal a serious
During work hours I'm extremely
underlying
busy and don't generally have time
problem.
to hang out or take breaks. If I do,
it may be to run a quick errand or
Hiccups are
grab a sandwich with a co- worker.
caused
by
Abby, I have worked here for
an abnormal
eight years, and I don't invite
reflex of the
ANYONE to socialize during work
diaphragm
hours. He texts me that he's outand the rib
side my building,or he says he just
muscles. The
dropped by to say "hi" or "bye." If
diaphragm
Dr.
Komaroff
he sees me pull in at my office, he
is a layer of
by
will wave me down or jog over to
muscle that
walk me to work.
Dr. Anthony sits underMy professional life has always
neath
your
Komaroff
been separate from my personal
lungs
and
life. I need my work hours to myat the top of
self, and I have told him this nu- your abdomen. It plays an importmerous times. I have asked him not ant role in breathing. When the
to come by and explained that my diaphragm moves downward into
9-to-5 is for work. He just doesn't the abdomen, it helps pull air into
get it.
the lungs. When it rises upward, it
I don't want to end my relation- helps expel air from the lungs.
ship over this, but I love my job.
There are also muscles that hold
It is important that I be focused at the ribs together. Take in a deep
work. I don't think it's appropnate breath. See how your ribs moved
to be hugging, kissing and embrac- outward? That was caused by the
ing in front of my office. We see contraction of the rib muscles. The
each other after work every day. outward movement of the ribs also
Please give me a solution, because helps pull air into the lungs.
I am at my wits' end! -- WANTS
Hiccups involve a sudden conTO WORK ALONE
traction or spasm of the diaphragm
DEAR WANTS TO WORK and the muscles between the ribs.
ALONE: Because you have told The spasm makes you inhale
this man repeatedly that you aren't quickly and involuntarily. As air is
comfortable with him dropping by suddenly sucked into your lungs,
during work hours or engaging in the space in the throat near the vopublic displays of affection where cal cords snaps shut. This is what
you can be observed, it's time to produces the typical hiccup sound.
"up the ante." The next time it hapMany everyday situations can
pens, tell him you think he's terrif- trigger hiccups:
ic, but if he can't respect your work
-- Emotional stress or exciteethic and your boundaries, it might ment
jeopardize your relationship.
-- Stretching of the stomach (af*MOO*
ter overeating, drinking carbonated
Dear Abby is written by Abigail beverages or swallowing air)
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
--Abrupt changes in temperature
Phillips, and was founded by her (as with drinking a hot beverage)
mother,Pauline Phillips.
-- Alcohol bingeing

-- Smoking
if your hiccups come and go.
they are most likely a result of
your eating habits and digestive
function. Try to eat less, or more
slowly. Also, limit your alcohol intake.(Three glasses of wine greatly
increases my likelihood of genius
hiccups.) Avoiding carbonated
beverages may also help.
If your hiccups last longer than
48 hours, an underlying medical
problem becomes more likely.
Examples include laryngitis, an
enlarged thyroid gland, tumors in
the neck, infections near the diaphragm and hiatus hernia. Hiatus
hernia usually occurs along with,
gastro-esophageal reflux disease.
(GERD).
Treating a disorder that may be
triggering hiccups is usually the
first course of action. Say, for example, that GERD or an infection
is triggering your hiccups. Medication treatment for GERD or antibiotic treatment of the infection may
reduce or even eliminate them.
Certain medications may cause
hiccups, and discontinuing them
can be an effective cure. Examples
include midazolain (a relative of
Valium), some types of chemotherapy and the heart medication
digoxin.
If your hiccups aren't triggered:
by a medical condition and aren't
particularly bothersome, there is', •
no urgency to "cure" yourself.
;
cups will almost always go away,
on their own. But if you are both- •
ered by them, the following strategies may help:
-- Holding your breath
-- Breathing into a bag
-- Swallowing sugar (my remedy of choice)
-- Biting on a lemon
-- Gargling ice water
-- Tickling your hard palate with •
a cotton swab
-- Drinking from the opposite.
side of a glass
If you still can't find relief, talk: :
to your doctor. Certain medications.
can help reduce hiccups.
.•

MIS From Heloise

Today is Wednesday, Sept. 28,
the 272nd day of 2016. There are 94
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 28, 1066, William the
Conqueror invaded England to
claim the English throne.
On this date:
In 1542, Portuguese navigator
Juan Rodriguei Cabrillo arrived at
present-day San-Diego.
In 1787, the Congress of the
Confederation voted to send the
just-completed Constitution of the
United States to state legislatures for

their approval.
In 1850, flogging was abolished
as a form of punishment in the U.S.
Navy.
In 1928, Scottish medical researcher Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin, the first effective
antibiotic.
In 1939, during World War II,
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union
signed a treaty calling for the partitioning of Poland, which the two
countries had invaded.
In 1958, voters in the African
country of Guinea overwhelmingly

BABY BLUES'
F

A

A
0

0

BLON DIE
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Hiccups almost always go away'
on their own

NB MIGHT RESPECT YOU

MORE
IF YOU CALL HIM
YOURSELF, HONEY

NOPE! CALL. THE
DOSS ANO TELL HIM
I DESERVE A DAY
OFF ONCE IN AWHILE

ence

favored independence from France.
MARINA77NG MEAT IS A COLD BUSINESS
want to mix flavors together. You also can use wooden: •
In 1967, Walter Washington was
Dear Heloise: We love to grill different meats all tongue depressors the same way for larger
cups. -- Fr;
sworn in as the first mayor-commis- year long. I've found that MARINATING MEAT
Carmen S., OFM,Sybertsville, Pa.
gives us numerous flavor options. My question is,
sioner of the District of Columbia.
DOUBLE UP
In 1976, Muhammad Ali kept his Should I marinate foods on the kitchen counter or in
Dear Heloise: I love to cook certain foods, but they •
world heavyweight boxing champi- the refrigerator? -- Shelby W., via email
Food
should
ALWAYS
marinate
can
require a lot of time and energy in the kitchen.
in
the
refrigeraonship with a close I5-round decitor. Even if a recipe calls for Here is my hint: When making eggplant Parmesan,
sion over Ken Norton at New York's
marinating food on the kitch- lasagna, chili or soup,
Yankee Stadium.
I make a double batch. We eat
en counter, you need to ignore
In 1989, deposed Philippine Presone immediately,and I freeze the other one for a future
those instructions and place
ident Ferdinand E. Marccis 'flied Sri'
it in the refrigerator, because meal. It's so nice to have a home-cooked meal by just
exile in Hawaii at age 72.
chances are you're reading an thawing and reheating it, especially after a long day.
In 1991, jazz great Miles Davis
older recipe. Bacteria grow -- Jenny D., via email
died in Santa Monica, California, at
more quickly at room tempera- REFILLING SOAP DISPENSER
age 65.
ture, so just plan on marinating
Dear Heloise: After installing a new kitchen faucet,
the food for a longer period of
the sprayer in the actual faucet and a soap diswith
time in the refrigerator. Also, do
not refrigerate overnight, be- penser in the place where the sprayer was, my handyby
cause the shelf life starts dwin- man showed me a hint for refilling soap from the top:
dling as soon as it is defrosted; (instead of having to crawl under the sink to refill the
Heloise
marinating does not givefood a
dispenser from the bottom): When refilling from the'
longer shelf life. -- Heloise
top, lift the soap pump out, put a plastic straw down
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
into the soap reservoir, push it to the side and begin Id
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
pour the soap into the reservoir. This allows for the air
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
bubble to come up through the straw, and allows for
Fax: 210-HELOISE
easy refill of the soap. -- Sue S. in Arkansas
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
NO-STICK
MEASURING STICKS
Dear Heloise: Here is my hint when grating cheese
Dear Helolse: Wondering what to do with leftover
ice-cream sticks? I found that they make great levelers using a cheese grater: For faster, easier cleanup, I start
for measuring spoons and small measuring cups. Just by spraying the grater with nonstick cooking spray.
dip the spoon or cup into the dry ingredient and run The cheese doesn't stick to the grater, and washing is
the edge of the stick across the top one or two times.
much faster, because I don't have to soak the grater
This leaves the spoon or cup perfectly level, and it can
hours in hot, soapy water anymore. -- Helen W.,
for
be used over and over again with a quick rinse and airdry. I keep several in the kitchen drawer in case I have Hammond,Ind.
multiple ingredients that need leveling and I don't
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Sept. 29,2016:
This year you often find yourself revealing much
more than you need to. As a result, you will stop
yourself in the middle of a conversation to change
topics. Many people will notice this behavior, but
likely won't mention it. If you are single, you will
enjoy the dating process and getting to know
someone better. A very significant relationship
heads your way. If you are attached, you and your
sweetie might discuss nearly every issue quite a
few times. Remember to throw in some passionate
and emotional moments. VIRGO tests your
patience.

be more satisfying when you understand all the
different possibilities.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You'll demonstrate your willingness to
get past a problem. Your sense of humor emerges
when dealing with a loved one who might be
unusually critical. You know what is necessary to
do in order to keep a situation from dissolving into'
a petty exchange.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** If you can take a day off today or in the near
future, do. You could be unusually concerned
about a personal matter. Maintain your composure
when dealing with a key person who has influence
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: over you. Choose your words with care.
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1-Difficult
***** Associates seem to be popping in arid
out of your day more than usual. You'll hear some
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
interesting pieces of information mixed in with
**** Your mind has been working overtime, some gossip. Confirm all facts before assuming
perhaps even in your sleep. Others might be what you hear is true.
looking for solutions quietly, allowing their minds SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
to drift while handling other matters. Share your **** A boss might drive you a bit crazy with laststream of consciousness with a friend or loved one. minute thoughts and details. You might feel as if
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
you have enough to handle, and as a result, you
***** You continue to create adventures, great could be somewhat resentful of these requests. DO
conversations and interesting ideas. You draw yourself a favor and do not lose your cool just yet.
many different types of people toward you. You are CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
surrounded by new ideas and interesting people. **** You might feel 'as if you are about to lose
You could find yourself in a fun, flirty conversation. it with someone who is too full of him- or herself.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Decide how important this person is to you and
*** You could be overly analytical right now. You'll whether you need to walk away from the situation.
want to look at several different issues or just have Do you value this relationship in the long term?
a conversation. A domestic issue could rear its ugly AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fsb. 18)
head, and you might not be as compassionate as **** You might not be as sure of yourself as you.:
would like to be. Open up to a talk, but refuse to go you usually are. Time is on your side.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
beyond a certain topic that isn't really relevant tc( **** You seek answers, and you are likely to the discussion. Know that the other party involved :
get them. However, others note that there is a would like to discourage this discussion altogether.
persistency and pickiness about you. Pull back PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•
and imagine what it would be like to interact with **** At this moment, you might have lots et :
yourself at the moment. Make an adjustment if ideas to share, no matter what the topic is. MI :
need be.
honest about your resistances as well as what •
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
makes you want to dive right in. A close friend or.
**** Some discussion could be necessary loved one will follow suit and start sharing as well.
before you make a final decision on a money
matter. You might not feel comfortable with what BORN TODAY
is happening. Get answers first. The results will Singer/songwriter Jerry Lee Lewis(1935)

•
•.
40• Wednesday,September 28,2016
•
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APR FINANCING

$500
BONUS CASH

MONTHS
ON ANY NEW

2017 CAMRY or 2016 PRIUS LIFTBACK
111111
1.
Includes Camry Hybnds.. 72 monthly payments of $13 89 per $1000 borrowed.

-or- Any New 2017 Camry Includes Hybrids

-or- Any New 2016 Prius liftback

$2,000

CUSTOMER
2,000

L

CASH
4

-or- Lease A New 2017 Camry SE

$189

PER MONTH

36

MONTH LEASE

$23

$2,399

DUE AT SIGNING

PER MONTH

36

MONTH LEASE

2016

MONTH

. 72 monthly payments of $13.89 per $1000 borrowed.

-or- Any New 2016 COROLLA

MORE CUSTOMER CASH

4

RAV

wait
2016 RAV4 SE shown with available options

60

APR FINANCING

016 AVALON GAS
2016 AVALON HYBRID
2016 CAMRY GAS
2016 CAMRY HYBRID
2016 PRIUS v
2016 SIENNA
2016 TUNDRA CrewMax
2016 TUNDRA Reg&Dbl Cab
16 PRIUS c

APR FINANCING ON
SELECT NEW TOYOTAS
INL:LLIPINL.=
0% APR 111%1.—LA..__LL
FOR 72 MOINITHS
\,
AVALON, PRIUS c OR PRIUS v
.

-or- Any New 2016 RAV4

$1,500 $7
Lease A New 2016 COROLLA

5 PLUS

cvr, S 4-Door Sedan Model #1864

$159
PER MONTH
•Due at signing includes
000 IFS Lease Suevenhor Cast,

MONTH LEASE

$1,999

DUE AT SIGNING

CUSTOMER

CASH

$500 CUSTOMER CASH
ON ANY NEW 2016 RAV4 HYBRID

- L

-or- Lease A New 2016 RAV4 Ler
6-Speed AT ECT 4-Door FWD SUV Model #4430

$199
PER MONTH
'Due at signing includes
$360 IFS Lease Subvention Cash

36

$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,250
$1,000
*1,000

0%

MONTHS

. 60 monthly payments of $16.67 per $1000 borrowed

Excludes Hybrids

CUSTOMER CASH

$2,099

DUE AT SIGNING
Rogers

0for
APR FINANCING

5

2016 Prius Four Touring shown with available options

2016

2016 Corolla SE shown with available options

CASH

ECVT 5-Door Hybrid Sedan Model Two #1223

2017 Camry XSE shown with avalt able options

COROLLA

CUSTOMER

-or- Lease A New 2016 Priors Liftback

6-Speed AT ECT-i 4-Door Sedan Model #2546

Upon
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0% APR FINANCING
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MONTH LEASE

$1,999

DUE AT SIGNING

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MIUTARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES/

I

9

,0 2016 HIGHLANDER
Exclociot Hyberds

APR UNUTED TERM FINANCING

ToyotaCare
No Cost SpOrV.00 & Ro•cloockr

Every New Toyota
Comes With ToyotaCare.
Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan

INDE

1Wo Se
Classifieds..
Comics
Communit)
Crosswords
Game Cent,
Recollectioi
Game Day..

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

TI

1301 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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